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1.0 Background
The Brisbane Port Land Use Plan (LUP) is the primary planning instrument for 'Brisbane core port land'.
Under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (‘TIA’), a plan that regulates development is required for
Brisbane core port land. As Brisbane core port land is not subject to the planning scheme for the City of
Brisbane (Brisbane City Plan 2014)), the LUP (gazetted under the TIA) fulfils this role.
These Technical Guidelines are a non-statutory document that supports the LUP. The Technical
Guidelines outline port-specific information that will assist Proponents in addressing the detailed aspects
of developing on port land.
The Technical Guidelines should therefore be read in conjunction with the LUP.
This document is regularly updated to ensure the Technical Guidelines contain the most up-to-date
information and requirements that enable PBPL to achieve the highest possible standards of
development safety, efficiency and quality.

2.0 Planning context
The Technical Guidelines are ancillary to the LUP. The content of the Technical Guidelines are informed
by, and respond to, the requirements of the LUP. The Technical Guidelines provide:
1. General advice about undertaking development and operating on Brisbane core port land; and
2. Information about responding to the requirements of the LUP.
The Technical Guidelines contains advice and information for development Proponents on Brisbane core
port land. The advice and information contained in the Technical Guidelines have been informed by
engineering, landscaping and sustainable development best-practice, site- and port-specific studies and
PBPL’s experience as a port facilitator, developer and operator.
The Technical Guidelines do not override the LUP, accepted Australian Standards or legislation.
The Proponent must at all times meet all their legislative requirements in relation to matters including but
not limited to:
•

Health and Safety (see: www.worksafe.qld.gov.au and www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au)

•

Environmental Management (see: https://environment.des.qld.gov.au/)

•

Planning (see: https://planning.dsdmip.qld.gov.au/)

•

Fisheries (see: https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/)

If there is any inconsistency between the Technical Guidelines and the LUP or the abovementioned
Standards / legal requirements, the latter prevails.

3.0 Application
The LUP includes several codes, either classified as ‘development’ or ‘standards’ codes. For the rules
on determining compliance with codes, please refer to Part 3, Section 3.2 of the LUP.
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The Technical Guidelines provide development Proponents with information that will assist in their efforts
to address the performance criteria and acceptable solutions in several of the LUP’s ‘standards’ codes.
These ‘standards’ codes include the:
•
•
•

Environmental Management Code;
Car Parking and Vehicle Movement Design Code; and
Landscaping, Stormwater and Water Sensitive Urban Design Code.

The ‘standards’ codes noted above, have a corresponding guideline in this document (e.g. the
Landscaping, Stormwater and Water Sensitive Urban Design Code in the LUP should be read in
conjunction with the Landscaping, Stormwater and Water Sensitive Urban Design Guideline in the
Technical Guidelines). Responses to the performance criteria and acceptable solutions in the LUP should
consider the commentary / preferred development outcomes in this document.
The Technical Guidelines also contain a Port Engineering Guideline. The Port Engineering Guideline
will assist engineers and designers with the preparation of plans and designs for development on
Brisbane core port land.
Please note, components of the commentary as part of the Technical Guidelines may not be applicable
to your development or operations. If you are unsure about the applicability of a specific advice in the
Technical Guidelines, please contact the port lessee’s planning team on 3258 4888.

4.0 Standards Guidelines
4.1

Environmental Management Guidelines

This Guideline supports the Environmental Management Code in the LUP. Please refer to the LUP for
the purpose and applicability of the Environmental Management Code.
As part of any development at the Port of Brisbane, PBPL requires a Construction Environmental
Management Plan to be prepared and submitted for approval prior to any onsite construction taking
place. An Operational Environmental Management Plan (OEMP) is required to be prepared and
submitted for approval prior to any operational activities taking place on site; as part of our
environmental services for tenants, the PBPL Environment Team can assist in the development of
OEMPs if required.
Environmental Management Plans are expected to be developed using a risk-based approach; that is
assessing all potential environmental risks on site and ranking them accordingly. Management
measures should be detailed for higher risk environmental aspects. Management measures are not
expected for low or very low environmental risks.
Intent

Advices

4.1I.1 The Construction
4.1A.1 The Construction Environmental Management Plan
Environmental Management Plan
contains:
addresses the requirements of the
LUP and the advices of this document
• address and real property description of the site;
• description of the construction works, including the types and
The CEMP must be site and issueschedule of works;
specific.
• details of the developer / contractor, and other key groups
• or individuals who may be associated with the project;
• list of site contacts, including mobile phone numbers;
• environmental risk assessment;
• summary of key environmental issues based on risk
assessment;
• key management measures to control environmental issues;
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Intent

Advices
•
•
•
•

4.1I.2 The Operational Environmental
Management Plan is prepared by a
suitably qualified professional and
addresses the requirements of the
LUP and the advices of this
document.

4.1A.2 The Operational
must/provide:

Environmental

Management

Plan

• address and real property description of the site;
• a description of the facility and operations;
• details of the operator, and other key groups or individuals
who may be associated with the operations;
• a list of key site contacts;
• an environmental risk assessment;
• a summary of key environmental issues based on risk
assessment;
• key management plans to control (actual / potential)
environmental issues;
• performance criteria to assess management controls;
• monitoring, recording and reporting procedures;
• allow for revision of management controls procedures if
required;
• procedures for environment complaints;
• procedures for environmental incidents;
• requirements for training / inductions;
• define responsibilities of aspects of the OEMP;
• audits and reviews of the OEMP; and
• a site plan of works area.

The OEMP must be site and issuespecific.

4.1I.3 Site design and subsequent
construction and operational
activities should be managed to
minimise erosion and sediment
control from site.

performance criteria to assess management controls;
monitoring, recording and reporting procedures;
revision of management controls procedures if required; and
site plan of work area.

4.1A.3 Erosion and Sediment Control
Erosion and sediment issues may arise where soils, sands and other
earthen materials are left exposed (i.e. following excavations, site
clearing, during stockpiling or preloading). Measures must be
implemented to ensure that erosion is controlled and that sediment is
contained within the site and not released into the surrounding
environment.
To prevent erosion and sediment issues, the Proponent is required to
consider the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

potential sources of sediment / risks of erosion;
impacts from stockpiles;
stormwater discharge points;
existing field and kerb inlets and other
infrastructures (swales, etc.);
overland flow areas;
site access and egress locations; and
nearby sensitive areas.

stormwater

The following management measures should be adopted to minimise
erosion and sediment loss:
•
•
•

maintaining natural ground cover as far as practicable;
maintaining landscaping to an appropriate level;
sediment fencing and/or site-bunding;
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Intent

Advices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

silt socks at stormwater inlets (within the construction site
only);
diversion drains;
sediment basins
rock check dams prior to discharge points;
vehicle rubble grids at site exits;
regular street sweeping where sediment tracking occurs onto
roadways;
sheet-flow control for stockpiles and embankments;
slope stabilisation;
rock-lined discharge points; and
weather/storm monitoring and appropriate action.
control the migration of sand or other materials during strong
windy conditions.

Healthy Land and Water have developed a number of factsheets
to assist in the application of onsite construction and operational
sediment control practices. These factsheets are available on
their Water by Design webpage https://hlw.org.au/tag/water-bydesign.
4.1I.4 Stormwater should be
managed to minimise the discharge
of contaminants to receiving waters.

4.1A.4 Stormwater Quality
Stormwater has the potential to convey sediments and contaminants
to sensitive environmental areas such as mangrove habitats, tidal
areas, waterways and groundwater, as well as neighbouring
properties.
Overland flows across site must be managed. It is important to identify
potential overland flow locations on site (i.e. high to low areas), and
implement controls to slow, contain and control the release stormwater
to prevent potential impacts.
Slowing stormwater flows can reduce the volume of sediment and
other contaminants being suspended and transported, while
containing stormwater for a period of time can allow settling out. The
release of water from the site must be controlled to prevent scouring
and erosion. Such controls include:
•
•
•
•

rock check dams;
designated draining areas;
settlement ponds; and / or
rock-lined discharge points.

The contractor may also consider opportunities to collect and use
stormwater on site, for example, for dust suppression or irrigation.
Rainwater tanks should/must be installed on site to capture discharges
from roofed areas for reuse in buildings and for irrigation.
The location of activities on site should consider stormwater flows, to
prevent suspension of contaminants. Activities that should be
managed in this way include:
•
•
•
•
•

storage of hazardous materials (e.g. fuels, oils, paints,
thinners, etc.);
designated refuelling areas;
washbays and cleaning areas;
waste receptacles (including waste oils and chemicals); and
stockpiling of materials.
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Intent

Advices
Stormwater management design needs to comply with the State
Planning Policy State interest - Water Quality. The SPP requires the
Proponent to adopt the applicable stormwater management design
objectives relevant to the climatic region (outlined in Tables A and B in
Appendix 2 of the SPP),or demonstrate current best practice
environmental management for development that is for an urban
purpose.
Option 1 – Design Objectives
Table B in Appendix 3 of the SPP requires stormwater to be treated to
the following levels:
Total
suspended
solids (TSS)

Total
phosphorus
(TP)

Total
nitrogen (TN)

Gross
pollutants
>5mm

80%

60%

45%

90%

Proponents are required to demonstrate through modelling (MUSIC or
other) that proposed stormwater treatment methodologies reduce
pollutant loads from site by the above percentages. This modelling
must meet the requirements of the SPP and PBPL will not accept
modelling that only targets a limited range of events. Treatment
methodologies can include either hard or soft treatments or a mix of
both.
Option 2 – Best Practice (Offsite Stormwater Quality Investment
Payment)
As an alternative (or, by negotiation, a combined) stormwater solution
PBPL has developed an offsite stormwater treatment strategy which
delivers both significant financial and environmental benefits. In lieu of
modelling and installing onsite stormwater treatment infrastructure that
specifically targets sediment (for example bio-retention basins), a
voluntary payment can be made for offsite stormwater treatment.
The Offsite Stormwater Quality Investment Payment applies of post
construction pollutant reduction requirements to total suspended solids
(TSS), total phosphorus (TP) and total nitrogen (TN) in accordance
with the best practice environmental management definition of the
SPP.
Payments for this option are set at $32,000 per hectare (2019) and will
be reviewed annually. This figure has been set to provide an
appropriate environmental outcome whilst providing an attractive
financial proposition for developers.
Where this option is elected, developers must continue to meet the
targets for gross pollutants onsite in accordance with Option 1.
Developers are also encouraged to incorporate stormwater
management measures in site design where it is cost effective and
practicable to do so (for example directing stormwater flow through
landscaping). Developers are also required to continue to ensure
sound site environmental management practices to minimise the risk
of stormwater pollution in accordance with these Guidelines.
Please note that this option is only available to relatively benign forms
of development (for example container terminals and warehousing), to
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Intent

Advices
confirm if your development is eligible please contact a member of the
Port of Brisbane Environment Team.
4.1A.5 Groundwater Quality
Groundwater may be encountered where excavations or other works
are undertaken below ground level. The groundwater table at the Port
of Brisbane and other Port Land is relatively high, and can be variable
across sites.
Where groundwater is exposed and requires dewatering, it is possible
to release Potential or Actual Acid Sulfate Soils, minerals and other
contaminants to either land or waterways. It is also possible to extract
too much groundwater, effectively ‘pulling’ sea / river water from
adjacent waterways.
Where it is likely that groundwater will be encountered, management
approaches may include:
•
•
•
•
•

scheduling excavation below the water table level to minimise
the volume of groundwater exposed;
undertaking sampling of groundwater prior to excavation
works;
ongoing field monitoring (e.g. pH, metals, etc.);
location of discharge areas to recharge groundwater and avoid
release to stormwater and / or waterways; and
treatment of exposed groundwater (e.g. liming, filtering, etc.).

4.1A.6 Air Quality
Construction works and operational activities may impact neighbouring
sites, environmentally sensitive areas and waterways through the
release of, for example, dust, odour, or vehicle / machinery emissions.
Such releases must be controlled on site, and not leave the site
boundaries.
Environmental Management Plans should identify potential sources of
air emissions, and how these will be managed, for example through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of water for dust suppression; staging of works to minimise
exposure of bare earth;
minimisation / avoidance of dust generating activities during
dry, windy conditions;
maintenance of machinery, vehicles and equipment according
to the manufacturers standards to minimise exhaust
installation and maintenance of high quality pavement for
regularly trafficked areas
the use of mechanical or manual sweeping for high dust
generating activities (i.e. bulk products)
enclosing dusty activities where practicable; and
covering stockpiles to prevent dust generation.

The site should be managed to achieve the requirements of the
Department of Environment and Science (DES) Environmental
Protection (Air) Policy 2008 as a minimum.

4.1A.7 Noise Management
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Intent

Advices
Noise from or associated with works must be controlled to prevent
nuisance to surrounding sensitive areas. Environmental Management
Plans should identify potential noise generating activities / equipment
(e.g. pile driving, excavators, etc.) and how these will be managed.
Noisy activities should be controlled through dampeners or enclosures
where practicable.
While it is recognised that Brisbane core port land is not in close
proximity to sensitive receptors (e.g. residential development), the
Proponent must act in accordance with Brisbane City Council’s local
laws and the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

4.1A.8 Preventing Contamination
No works shall result in the contamination of land or waterways, for
example through spills of fuels or other chemicals or exposure of
Potential/Actual Acid Sulfate Soils (PASS/AASS).
The Construction and Operational Environment Management Plans
should identify where any existing contamination may be present on
the site and any proposed activities that may result in contamination
(e.g. storage of fuels, refuelling, importation of fill, etc.). Details of all
hazardous substances and materials to be stored and used on site are
to be included in the Environmental Management Plan. Spill kits
appropriate to these items and the site (e.g. provision of marine
booms) should be provided.
The contractor should contact the port lessee’s environment team
to ascertain whether the site is listed on the Environmental
Management register (EMR) or Contaminated Land Register
(CLR). Where this is the case, management approaches will be
required to prevent exposing contamination through excavations
or other works, or spreading contamination through the
movement of materials off site. The PBPL Soil Disposal Plan
sets out the requirements for transporting soil onto and off site.

4.1A.9 Acid Sulfate Soils Management
Potential and/or actual acid sulfate soils (PASS/AASS) may be
encountered during excavation works undertaken on port land. Acid
sulfate soils occur naturally in low-lying coastal areas, and can cause
environmental harm when disturbed and exposed to air. Oxidisation
can cause the soil to become acidic (pH<6.5) and release metals such
as iron, aluminium, manganese and other heavy metals, which can
enter the environment.
Therefore, all excavation, dewatering and other works that interact with
sub-surface soils must be managed to prevent the disturbance and/or
release of PASS/AASS.
Where PASS/AASS are encountered, a number of management
approaches must be adopted during the excavation, storage and
disposal, including:
Ensuring PASS are not exposed to air (i.e. disposal of Pass under
high water mark) minimising the disturbance area where PASS is
unavoidable treatment of PASS / AASS material (e.g. liming) disposal
of PASS under the high water mark.
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Intent

Advices
The contractor should discuss any works that may encounter
PASS/AASS with the port lessee’s environment team, and refer to the
National Acid Sulphate Soils Guidance (June 2018) and
Queensland Acid Sulphate Soil Management Guidelines and the
Port of Brisbane Acid Sulfate Soils Management Plan 2018.

4.1A.10 Waste Management
All waste generated (both construction and general waste from onsite
facilities) must be stored and disposed of to prevent release to the
environment.
The contractor should provide waste receptacles of a scale and type
appropriate to the works, for example skip bins, 240L general waste
bins, 240L recyclable waste bins, and ensure these are serviced
regularly.
All regulated waste (e.g. waste oils, batteries, etc.) must be stored
appropriately on site (e.g. bunded) and disposed of by a licensed
contractor. All wastes should be segregated as appropriate and
emphasis should be placed on recycling wastes where practicable.

4.1A.11 Flora and Fauna
The relevant Environmental Management Plan must identify and
consider any sensitive environments or flora and fauna present, or
likely to be present, on the site or nearby, and identify how these will
be managed to minimise impacts.
Important flora on site may include marine plants such as mangroves,
salt couch or sea grass, for which an approval is required from
Queensland’s
Department
of
Agriculture
&
Fisheries
(https://www.daf.qld.gov.au) to disturb. Important fauna may include
shore birds, nocturnal animals such as possums and sugar gliders or
marine fauna. The disturbance of potential habitat for such fauna may
require the presence of a fauna spotter or other management
measures during any clearing or disturbance.
Disturbance to native vegetation may also require a Natural Assets
Local Law approval from Brisbane City Council.
4.1A.12 Biosecurity Management
Introduced pest plant and animal species have the potential to
significantly impact Queensland’s environmental diversity and the
commercial viability of many of our primary industries. All persons and
organisations in Queensland have a General Biosecurity Obligation
(GBO) to manage biosecurity risks.
The relevant Environmental Management Plan must identify any
activities that may pose a biosecurity risk (e.g. introducing,
transporting or harbouring weed species or introduced insects like fire
ants or mosquitos). The plan must also identify the relevant controls
that will be implemented to ensure that these risks are appropriately
managed in accordance with the Queensland government’s
Biosecurity Act 2014 and Biosecurity Regulation 2016 in order to meet
the GBO. More information on meeting the GBO is available from
Queensland’s
Department
of
Agriculture
&
Fisheries
(https://www.daf.qld.gov.au).
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Intent

Advices

4.1A.13 Water Conservation
The relevant Environmental Management Plan should identify the
activities that will involve water use (e.g. dust suppression, pavement
compaction and concrete curing), and approximate volumes required.
PBPL encourages and can help facilitate the use of alternate sources
to potable water such as:
•
•
•
•
•

harvested stormwater / rainwater;
imported bore water;
desalinated water;
river water; and
recycled water.

4.1A.14 Cultural heritage (European and / or Indigenous)
Although remote, there is potential for elements of European and / or
Indigenous cultural heritage to be encountered during construction
works on Brisbane core port land / wet areas. The contractor must
comply with their responsibilities regarding their “cultural heritage duty
of care” under the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003, and the
Queensland Heritage Act 1992 regarding non-Indigenous heritage.

4.1I.5 Site Decommissioning
Requirements

4.1A.15 Decommissioning
Action to be considered in vacating the site:

On vacating a site, the Tenant will be
required to perform certain functions
to minimise the potential for
environmental harm from the vacant
site

4.2

• reinstate all boundary fences with PBPL approved fence and barb
wire strands
• all structures including hardstand to be removed from site
• all existing services to be removed from site and capped at
boundary. All information to be accurately recorded to PBPL
ADAC standards (please refer to Appendix C), prior to removal.
Prior to decommission works commencing, please contact the
Spatial Data Services Team (3258 4888) to obtain a service
locality plan for the subject site. Any discrepancies to the
supplied information, identified during removal, will need to be
recorded to the point where both information sources are in
agreement. A certified copy of the extent of works to be provided
in PDF and CAD formats.
• all contaminants to be removed from site
• all compacted areas to be ripped to improve soil quality
• any bare soil area to be treated with hydro seeding or similar as
approved by PBPL
• measures to be put in place to minimise any potential
contaminated stormwater runoff from the site
• to ensure compliance with lease conditions, a Contaminated Site
Investigation (CSI) is generally required on vacating the site. The
scope of the CSI is to be agreed with the PBPL Environment
Team.

Sustainable Development Guidelines
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PBPL continues to actively pursue sustainability as a part of its vision “to be Australia’s leading port:
here for the future” and strongly encourages new approaches to industrial and port development. All
port land users and developers of Brisbane Core Port Land are required to consider and respond to the
following guidelines for of sustainable development and to consider the benefits and longer-term
savings associated with the construction and operational sustainability initiatives relating to:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Waste
Energy
Materials and healthy buildings
Water
Transport.

Initiatives in these areas are defined and expanded upon in the following guidelines.
Proponents are encouraged to address these opportunities or alternatively suggest ideas that will
deliver similar environmental benefits and/or business savings.
Initiative

Approach

4.2I.1 Waste Management

4.2A.1 The chosen contractor implements a comprehensive, projectspecific, waste management plan for the works. At a
minimum, the waste management plan should address the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

waste generation;
waste systems;
minimisation strategy;
performance / reduction targets;
bin quantity and size;
collection frequency;
waste contractors;
waste management facilities shown on plans;
signage, and
monitoring and reporting including frequency and
method.

In relation to operational waste reduction, the Proponent /
Tenant should minimise the quantum of waste generated
during operations via the development and implementation of
a Waste Management Plan (as a component of the
Operational Environmental Management Plan).
Such plans should also address the recycling and reuse all
vegetative debris on site (e.g. for topsoil augmentation or
composting purposes). If onsite reuse is not feasible,
arrangements should be made for green waste to be
transported for reuse or disposed of at a fully licensed recycler
or repressor. There should be no pit burning of green waste
on site or disposal to landfill.
Waste tracking processes should be developed to enable
Proponents/Tenants to quantify the amount of waste
generated by their activities. Waste tracking processes
should also enable Proponents/Tenants to determine how
much waste from their activities is being reused, recycled or
directed to landfill.
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Initiative
4.2I.2 Solar Ready

Approach
4.2A.2 Strong consideration and planning should be applied to
implement solar orientation of lots and solar access to
buildings. The opportunity to develop solar to existing buildings
i.e. retro fitting or as part of a new development should be
encouraged for warehouse uses and required on all office
buildings. It is an expectation that if solar is not fitted to new
buildings, buildings should be designed to be ‘solar ready’. Key
components to consider as part of preparing your site for solar
or retrofitting your existing premises for solar, include –
• Design of roof is capable of withstanding proposed solar
panel loads, taking into account that the weight of solar
infrastructure is progressively decreasing;
• Condition of roof sheeting;
• Retrofitting of safe roof access systems, ladders, edge
protection, anchor points, static lines, etc.
• Impact solar panel may have on lighting through skylights,
etc.
• What area of the roof will be required to accommodate the
desired level of solar taking into account the aspect of the
roof panels to optimise light exposure from the sun;
• Ease of future retrofitting i.e. wiring & metering;
• Network Connection Arrangements with Energex i.e.
connection to existing substations
• Capital expenditure costs;
• Operational costs i.e. maintenance cost per annum;
• Expected revenue from solar generation in conjunction
with the lease arrangements for your site;
• Engage with the energy retailer at the preliminary stage of
design to understand the opportunities for exporting solar
and the rates achievable; and
• For large and/or energy intensive developments, PBPL will
require that a business case be produced and considered
for immediate installation by the developer.

4.2I.3 Building Energy Efficiency

4.2A.3 Buildings Orientation: should incorporate appropriate passive
solar design and day lighting, while avoiding unwanted heat gain.
Further to this requirement, the Proponent must ensure:
• all external glazing must comply with BCA Part J2.4 using
glazing calculation Method 2 Energy Index Option B
• buildings must include provisions for natural ventilation,
such as roof/wall ventilators and operable windows
• external shading devices are designed to protect North,
East, and West glazed sides of the building;
• buildings incorporate glazing with Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient of not more than 0.4 to all air conditioned areas
(to reduce summer heat gain)
• entrances to all air-conditioned spaces to have either
automatic sliding doors with sealed edges or double-door
air locks are used
• toilets are not located adjacent to air-conditioned spaces
• that no exhaust fans are needed in air-conditioned spaces
(except for emergency smoke control).
4.2A.4 Solar access and shading should be designed and
constructed to:
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Initiative

Approach
• provide adequate eaves and/or external shading devices
to all glazed areas, designed to prevent summer sun, but
allow winter sun to enter the building
• provide glazing with a low Solar Heat Gain Coefficient to
all air-conditioned areas to reduce summer heat gain. Be
aware that this may make the space cooler in winter
• ensure shade trees are planted on the west and east of all
buildings to shade walls and windows from low angle
morning and afternoon sun
• include shading devices to suit the orientation (East and
West elevations require some screening over the sides)
face of windows to prevent low angle summer rising and
setting sun. The North elevation requires only awnings
over because the sun is high in the sky. South elevations
may require awnings over with vertical fins on the east and
west sides to prevent low angle rising and setting sun from
the South East and South West
• ensure glazing size and location to minimise heat gain in
summer and heat loss in winter
• provide fewer windows on the east and west elevations.
Too much unshaded glass on the East and West can
cause heat load problems resulting in high air cooling
costs
• provide shade to solid surfaces such as walls, driveways
and car parking areas to minimise the amount of glare and
heat reflected or absorbed and re-radiated. Consider
planting trees or building shade structures.
4.2A.5 Insulation/Colours should be designed/specified for roofs,
ceilings and external walls:
• to included reflective sarking or foil-backed insulation
under metal roofs to reflect heat and provide a moisture
barrier to condensation forming under the roof
• to include air seals to all doors and windows to external/unair conditioned spaces to prevent heat gain to interior
• considers specialist insulated coatings for roofs to improve
the thermal performance of steel sheeting
• to include the use of masonry walls such as concrete block
or tilt slab walls as a means of improving thermal
performance when external insulation is applied. This may
be preferred to internal insulation for some work spaces.
• external wall insulation has a minimum total R-Value of
R1.0 for all non-air-conditioned spaces and R2.0 for all airconditioned spaces. Metal external wall sheeting is to be
insulated from metal studs or frames by a minimum R0.2
thermal break
• external wall colours are to be light and have a solar
absorbance not more than 0.45 (i.e. avoid excess use of
dark colours). Similarly, concrete block or slab external
walls must be painted
• roof insulation is to be provided with a minimum total Rvalue of R1.5
• roof colour is to be light and have a solar absorbance of
not more than 0.45 (i.e. avoid excess use of dark colours
and zincalume)
NB: Ventilation may conflict with indoor acoustic
considerations and may not be appropriate in some noiseaffected locations.
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Initiative

Approach
4.2A.6 Natural and Efficient Lighting should be adopted wherever
possible. In this regard, the Proponent will design buildings to
maximise the use of natural light and minimise energy use for
artificial lighting, whilst meeting lighting performance
standards required for each area. Natural lighting is
incorporated into a building, where appropriate, e.g.
translucent roof sheeting, atriums, skylights and clerestory
windows. Where adopted, natural lighting strategies must be
designed and employed to allow in light without unacceptable
increases in heat.
Where natural lighting is employed to any part of a building
(including near windows), artificial lighting to the same area
must be controlled by ambient light sensors to minimise
operation when there is sufficient daylight. Occupant sensors
switch off room lighting when the space is unoccupied.
Daylight sensors prevent artificial lighting from switching on
until there is insufficient light. LED or similar energy efficient
bulbs will be used for all lighting purposes. Building interiors
should be painted in light colours – dark colours absorb light,
increasing the amount of lighting required; All internal and
external lighting and sky-lighting must comply with the BCA.
4.2A.7 Energy Efficient Equipment and Appliances should be
specified, installed and properly maintained to maintain design
efficiency performance. The Proponent must (where
applicable) select appliances that meet at least a 4 Star rating
on the National Minimum Energy Performance Standards
(MEPS, refer to: www.energyrating.gov.au). For certain
appliances, e.g. fridges, freezers, dishwashers, dryers and air
conditioners such ratings will be labelled with the MEPS logo
– see below.
The exception to this requirement is air conditioning systems.
These systems must achieve the minimum efficiency standard
as per MEPS (i.e. a > 4 Star rating based on the latest
performance requirements).
Where required, an energy-efficient hot water system must be
installed. This may include, but not be limited to:
•
•

Solar-hot water system
Heat-pump system.

4.2A.8 In relation to Energy Conservation (Building Materials), all
building and site layout design will optimise energy
conservation via the effective choice, use and maintenance of
building material type and mass.
The design, selection, fit-out, operation and maintenance of
building materials will ensure that energy efficiency is
optimised. The Proponent must address the mass of building
materials where heavy weight/mass materials store and
release heat energy stabilising internal temperatures and
function as follows:
•
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During summer: Shaded mass materials inside the
building absorb heat out of the air and provide cooler
indoor temperatures

Initiative

Approach
•

During winter: Mass materials inside the building
receiving sunlight absorb the heat and release during the
evening maintaining warmer indoor temperatures.

The benefits of mass materials are only achievable in internal
areas that are exposed to sun during winter. In large
commercial buildings these areas can be very limited and
using hard floors throughout instead of carpet is often not
appropriate for acoustic and aesthetic reasons:
•
•

locate mass materials in areas where they will be most
effective, e.g. lunch rooms where people relax and
congregate
all ground level floors are preferred to be slab-on-ground
with minimum area carpeted.

4.2A.9 In relation to Energy Conservation (Air Conditioning) all
building and site layout design will optimise energy
conservation via the effective choice, use and maintenance of
building air conditioning systems.
The efficiency in design, fit-out, operation and maintenance of
the proposed building's air conditioning system is optimised.
The Proponent must:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

ensure Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC)
systems are designed to meet the building performance
requirements, while minimising energy use
ensure all equipment must be properly maintained to
operate efficiently
ensure it only air-conditions those spaces that require
heating and cooling
only installs air-conditioners less than 10kWr with
minimum cooling Star rating of 4.5
only installs air-conditioners between 10kWr and 65kWr
with Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) equal to or greater
than 3.0 with Coefficient of Performance (COP) equal to
or greater than 3.3 (see www.energyrating.gov.au)
ensure insulation and sealing to air conditioning pipework
and ducts complies with BCA Specification J5.2
ensure air-conditioning systems provide for either ‘mixed
modal’, ‘economy’ or ‘night flushing’ operation
allow for controlling temperature in zones – zones near
glazing having different temperatures to internal zones.
For example, temperatures set at 21°c heating set point
and 25°c cooling set point or 23°c set point with a +/- 2°c
operating band
set air conditioning to a wider temperature range to
minimise the cooling energy required
accommodate for the changing of temperature settings in
summer and winter to align more closely with outdoor
temperatures (warmer in summer and cooler in winter).

4.2A.10 In relation to Energy Conservation (Monitoring &
Improving Use), Proponents are encouraged to optimise
energy conservation via the effective choice, use,
maintenance and monitoring of energy usage meters, timers
and sensors. Metering, timers and sensors for efficient use
of all systems. The Proponent will:
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Approach
•

specify sensors or timers on lighting to turn off
automatically when the room is out of use
locate meters in a highly visible and frequently used area.
They need to show current period and previous energy
use and associated cost of that use
consider having meters accessible by utility providers to
provide remote readings to reduce the need for utility staff
to take manual readings.

•
•

4.2A.11 In regards to Renewable/Alternative Energy, Proponents
are encouraged to demonstrate the optimal use of
renewable energy sources as an alternative to greenhouse
intensive non-renewable fuels. Such initiatives could
include:
•

the use of higher efficiency petrol, diesel and/or LPG
engine forklifts and other vehicles (converted or
manufacturer supply);
the use of vehicles that use (either wholly or in part)
commercial biofuels, e.g. Biodiesel and Ethanol or LPG;
the use of GreenPowerTM for some or all electricity
supply requirements;
the use of electric vehicles;
opportunities for industrial ecology (where waste streams
from production-orientated industries are used as inputs
for other industrial activities – either on-site or where
synergies exist with neighbouring land uses); and
the use of LP gas for kitchens and BBQs.

•
•
•
•

•

4.2I.4 Materials and Healthy
Buildings

4.2A.12

Proponents are encouraged to Reduce Embodied Energy
as part of their development by utilising systems, products
and services that capitalise on reduced embodied energy
and recycling.
Materials are sourced locally where possible to minimise
energy consumption from transport where such materials
feature a low level of embodied energy including but not
limited to the use of:
•
•
•
•

back-fill aggregate with recycled content
concrete with fly-ash content < 25%, particularly for nonstructural components
carpet finishes and underlay containing recycled content
recycled materials (e.g. timber, crushed concrete and
cleaned bricks).

4.2A.13 Sustainable Timber should be used by Proponents wherever
possible. Any timber specified for the development must
assist in reducing the destruction of rainforests and old
growth forests. Where appropriate, timber specified for
structure and finishes must be recycled or sourced from
environmentally certified plantations. Such certification
should be independently provided in accordance with the
Australian Standards (AS) provided by the Australian Forest
Certification Scheme and/or the Forest Stewardship
Council's (FSC) certification scheme. Rainforest and old
growth timbers are not used.
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Approach
4.2A.14 The Proponent should seek to Minimising Building Material
Toxins. Materials and products requiring toxic chemicals for
manufacturing processes should be avoided where possible.
Timber with preservative treatment must be avoided where
possible, or low-toxic timber preservative used. Low-toxic or
no timber preservative treatments are used; for example,
using pine treated with ammoniacal copper quaternary
(ACQ) rather than with copper chromium arsenate (CCA).
Similarly the use of products containing Volatile Organic
Compounds is to be discouraged. Products with low or no
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) must be specified for
floor finishes (e.g. carpet, linoleum) and paint finishes.
Materials and products specified for the development
enable a high standard of indoor air quality to be achieved
and maintained.
4.2A.15

Indoor air quality meets the AS1668 for mechanical
ventilation for acceptable indoor air quality, where indoor air
quality is maintained by introducing adequate amounts of
outside air into the system. Air filters are installed in
ventilation systems to remove particulate contamination.
The AS3666 for air handling and water systems of buildings
Microbial control, is consulted to provide recommendations
for control of microbial contamination of air systems, by
microbiological agents such as Legionella spp.
Further to air quality, development should seek to:
• (where possible) to avoid joinery and furniture containing
urea formaldehyde glues. Where formaldehyde is used
ensure it is phenol formaldehyde with an emission
category not exceeding E1;
• Insect and pests are prevented entry to buildings by
mechanical means or sealing and caulking rather than
chemical means. This includes external doors, hallway
doors and points of entry and opening windows;
• Avoid insecticide sprays for white ant protection.
• Avoid specification of PVC products such as waste water
pipes, conduit and cables where possible;
• Avoid use of PVC for plumbing drainage pipes and specify
High Density Poly Ethylene (HDPE) where possible;
• Use physical barriers, visible slab edges and Termimesh;
• Educate
staff
and
develop
a
simple
inspection/management plan;
• Minimise reliance on synthetic materials made from
petrochemical derivatives; and
• Establish set limits for toxic emissions from materials,
finishes, and furnishings to help guide selection and
specification processes.

4.2I.5 Building Services

4.2A.16 Building services achieve one of the following:
a) 25% of the total cost of PVC content is reduced through
replacement with alternative materials;
b) PVC content is sourced from an ISO 14001 certified
supplier; and/or
c) alternative products are used in preference to sheet metal
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4.2I.6 Limit Potable Water Use

4.2A.17 In relation to Water Efficiency, The Proponent will confirm the
following aspects of its proposed building fit out - the
installation and use of:
• appliances, e.g. dishwashers, washing machines etc. with
a minimum 4-star-rating (as per the Water Efficiency
Labelling Scheme - WELS);
• minimum 4 Star rated (WELS) showerheads;
• minimum 4 Star rated (WELS) taps;
• tap-control options such as spring loaded taps, time flow
taps or infrared taps are adopted (Note: given the energy
required to run infrared taps a cost vs. benefit analysis
should be applied);
• minimum 4 Star rated (WELS) water-efficient (2.8litre
flush), infrared operated and/or waterless urinals;
• minimum 4 Star rated, dual-flush 4.5/3 litre toilets;
• trigger nozzles to hoses for general outdoor uses such as
truck or car washing to control water flow; and
• rain (and potentially grey) water tanks that allow for the
capture and reuse of water on-site for landscaping
irrigation, domestic use, e.g. toilet flushing and the
washing of plant and equipment on site.
4.2A.18 Proponents should also consider and, where possible, apply
water pressure limiting to mains supply to minimise water
leakage and associated maintenance issues. NB: Water
pressure limiting systems should not hinder fire protection
water pressure requirements.
4.2A.19 Harvested stormwater from roofs and hardstands (and greywater where appropriate and approved), will be stored,
treated and used on site for applications including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

air conditioning cooling towers;
machinery cooling;
amenities e.g. toilet flushing, washing machine use etc.;
industrial cleaning of equipment, machinery, vehicles,
vessels etc.;
industrial processing (i.e. re-using water for industrial
processes);
carpet cleaning (or similar applications requiring large
amounts of water);
restoring and maintaining wetlands; and
landscape irrigation.

4.2A.20 Any development involving purpose-built wash bay facilities
must include a wash-water recycling system. All
development should demonstrate the capacity to capture,
temporarily store and reuse water from all onsite washing
and fire protection system tests. In this regard, the
Proponent should confirm and illustrate the type and
capacity of water storage infrastructure to be provided on
site, e.g. above and/or below ground water tanks and its
connections.
If discharge into the sewerage network is required, a
comprehensive analysis of average and maximum volumes
(on a litre per second basis) must be provided to determine
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whether the network is capable of accepting the additional
load.

4.2A.21 Proponents may also consider
a). Separating and treating greywater* for non-potable uses
on-site including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

cleaning
toilet flushing;
machinery washing;
certain industrial;
applications; and
landscaping irrigation.

NB: *Greywater use is subject to BCC/QUU standards.
b) install rainwater storage capacity beyond their immediate,
on-site needs (i.e. providing larger water storage tanks)
for the harvesting and use of water throughout the
broader Port community.
NB: PBPL may, by negotiation, provide numerous cost incentives for
such initiatives.
4.2A.22 The site should be designed to provide:
•
•
•

4.2I.7 Water Sensitive Urban Design

4.2A.23

water meters to monitor all water consumption on site;
water use monitors should be linked to a building
management system (BMS) to provide a leak
detection system; and
porous pavements or design features to allow runoff
to drain into a collection, treatment and re-use
system. Alternatively, designs that reduce impervious
surfaces should be adopted.

As per the Environmental Management Guidelines,
developers may elect to either treat stormwater onsite or
pursue the Offsite Stormwater Quality Investment Payment.
If stormwater is treated onsite, Stormwater Management
Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) practices are to be
optimised in the design, construction and operation of the
development. The Proponent is required to prepare an
integrated and RPEQ certified stormwater plan (integrating
landscape design features and treatments) that optimises
the use of WSUD technologies and systems1. MUSIC
modelling, or similar, must be produced to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the treatments and a maintenance plan
must be produced.
In the event that the Offsite Stormwater Quality Investment
Payment is adopted, elements of Water Sensitive Urban

1

Proponent/Tenants may opt to pursue the alternative option of Offsite Stormwater Quality Investment Payments as a
complete or partial substitute to accommodating on site WSUD – see: Section 4.1I.4 on p.6).
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Design (WSUD) should be incorporated into site design
where cost effective and practicable.

Solar panels – BMD Office, Port Central, Fisherman Islands

4.3

Environmentally Relevant Activities

In conjunction with the PBPL planning requirements, the Proponent shall ensure all relevant aspects of
State environmental legislation are addressed.
In this regard, the Proponent, with PBPL’s assistance, is encouraged to consult with DES to ensure all
relevant environmental approvals are obtained subsequent to Planning Consent being issued by PBPL
and prior to building works commencing.
Such requirements may include the necessity to obtain approvals for those “Environmentally Relevant
Activities” (ERA) detailed in the Environmental Protection Act 2008 – see:
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/LEGISLTN/CURRENT/E/EnvProtR08.pdf
Beyond these requirements, PBPL require that other activities with a potential for environmental risk
(but that no longer require ERA licensing) are given heightened consideration in any development
proposal.
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Guidelines for activities/uses deemed ‘High Environmental Risk Activities’ are provided overleaf and
must be considered.
This guideline has been produced to give Proponents guidance on the types of information required for
PBPL to assess applications for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asphalt Manufacturing;
Abrasive Blasting;
Surface Coating;
Chemical / Fuel Storage;
Motor Vehicle Workshops;
Vehicle Washbays; and
Concrete Batching

Types of Development

Minimum Requirements

4.3.1D All developments

4.3.1R All applications will require the following documentation:

4.3.2D Asphalt
Manufacturing

•

A site specific risk assessment that identifies environmental hazards and
appropriate controls.

•

An updated/augmented Operational Environmental Management Plan
that describes how the specific risks of these activities will be managed
in the operational phase of the development.

•

A site plan showing the location of the activity, environmental controls,
any nearby sensitive receptors, stormwater flows etc.

4.3.2R Asphalt manufacturing typically involves the storage of hydrocarbons,
chemicals, waste generation and has the potential to contaminate
stormwater and ground water. The proponent should detail how these
issues will be managed. The following control techniques may be
considered:
• The activity will need to be on an impervious base with bunding large
enough to cater for the largest volume of potential spillage.
• Operators should consider the local wind conditions when they plan the
location of stockpiles and must ensure that there are adequate dust
controls in place to minimise dust emissions i.e. windshields.
• Operators should use suitable methods of control to suppress dust from
unsealed roads and other unsealed parts of the premises. They should
promptly clean any spillages of aggregate and should keep traffic areas
in good repair. Operators should locate all storage areas and plant
requiring access by vehicles close together, so as to minimise the
distance travelled by vehicles on unsealed roads.
• Heating of aggregate and bitumen must be undertaken in a manner that
minimises air emissions. Operators should maintain bitumen products
at the minimum temperature possible.
• Operators must ensure that contaminated stormwater is directed to the
appropriate surface water treatment system and that treatment systems
have adequate capacity.
• Operators should implement plant monitoring and maintenance
programs to ensure that the volume of contaminated water requiring
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Types of Development

Minimum Requirements
treatment is kept to a minimum, and that stormwater treatment systems
are serviced often enough to prevent build-up of sediment, oil and other
water contaminants.
• Accurate monitoring of air emissions and interpretation of results allows
the operator to assess the effectiveness of pollution control equipment
and the effect on the environment of activities carried out at a site.

4.3.3D Abrasive blasting

4.3.4D Surface Coating

•

Operators must contain material that is removed during cleaning of
equipment and minimise the quantity of waste. Operators should also
investigate options for the reuse, recycling or disposal of any wastes
produced and should process each waste stream by the most
appropriate method.

•

Water treatment systems should be established to
groundwater, surface water and stormwater contamination.

minimise

4.3.3R Abrasive blasting can have minimal environmental impact if it is located
in an appropriate area and sited, designed and operated properly.
Environmental issues such as noise, air and water pollution and waste
management will need to be controlled. Control techniques may include:

•

Facilities should incorporate systems that enable the containment and
reuse of water to replace potable supplies for operations such as
landscape irrigation, toilet flushing and process water.

•

All waste products generated during abrasive blasting should be
contained and securely stored before disposal to a licensed waste
depot.

•

Operators should seek to minimise or prevent discharges from the
premises, by separating clean and dirty waters for on-site treatment
and/or reuse. Operators must ensure that any discharges from the
premises do not pollute surface waters.

•

All abrasive blasting must be carried out in a cabinet constructed to
contain the emission of particulate matter (generally dust) from the
blasting operation. The blast room or cabinet must be totally enclosed
and vented to the atmosphere through an effective dust collector,
preferably a fabric filter or paper cartridge.

4.3.4R Surface coating includes works for spray painting and powder coating.
This process usually involves noise generation, potential water and air
quality impacts as well as the generation of wastes (paint scrapings,
solvents, waste powder and residual coatings). The following control
measures may be considered:
•

Spray painting must be carried out in a confined area where any fugitive
paint, solvents etc can be captured by exhaust fans.

•

To minimise air pollution it is recommended to include air pollution
control devices, including thermal and catalytic incinerators, carbon
absorbers and condensers.

•

Reducing the use of VOC coatings.
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4.3.5D Chemical/Fuel
Storage

Minimum Requirements
•

Facilities should be incorporate drains, which lead into a dedicated
waste water collection, treatment, and storage and disposal system.

•

Waste products should be stored in a closed container, appropriately
labelled and stored in a roofed, bunded compound.

4.3.5R The storage of chemicals (including fuel products) can potentially cause
harm to the environment through, accidental spillage, incorrect storage,
and contaminant run-off and air pollution. The proponent should identify
how these potential impacts will be managed. Control measures may
include:
•

Storage containers should have overfilled protection and alarms.

•

All personnel should be trained to ensure spillage incidents are
minimised during loading and unloading operations.

•

Roofed, bunded areas appropriate to the volume of the chemical/fuel
storage should be implemented to reduce the risk of water
contamination (ground and surface water).

•

the necessity to store fuel in double-skinned, self-bunding tanks that
meet with all relevant Australian Standards.

•

The necessity to design, develop, operate and maintain all fuel storage
and dispensing facilities in accordance with the relevant Australian
Standards and relevant Brisbane City Council policies (e.g.
http://eplan.brisbane.qld.gov.au/CP/StorePetroleumPSP).

NB: with the exception of appropriately licensed commercial Services Stations,
no underground fuel storage will be permitted on Brisbane Core Port Land for
the direct refuelling of vehicles and equipment.
4.3.6D Motor Vehicle
Workshop

4.3.6R The environmental impacts associated with motor vehicle workshops
include, water contamination and run off, air pollution (including odours)
from the release exhaust, solvents etc. and waste generation.
Suggested control measures to minimise these impacts include:
•

Roofed, bunded compounds should be implemented for the catchment
of liquids.

•

All waste should be stored appropriately and collected by a licensed
operator.

•

All panel beating work is conducted inside the workshop or in an
undercover area.

•

Washing and cleaning of vehicles and equipment must occur within an
area that is connected to the sewer (under a trade waste agreement) or
fitted with a water treatment system.
In addition to the advice provided above, it is recommended to adopt
the DES endorsed code of practice for Motor Vehicle Workshops as
detailed below:
https://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/assets/documents/regulation/pr-cp-motorvehicle-workshop.pdf
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4.3.6E Vehicle Washbays

4.3.7R The environmental / infrastructural impacts associated with vehicle wash
bays include, water contamination and run off, air pollution (including
odours) through overspray and stagnant waste water, land contamination
and waste generation. Suggested control measures to minimise these
impacts include:

4.3.6F Concrete Batching

•

Roofed, walled, bunded compounds should be implemented for the
catchment of liquids and minimise the potential for overspray.

•

All waste should be stored correctly and collected by a licensed
operator.

•

Design will need to ensure a significant level of the water used as part
of this process is recycled.

•

On-site water collection/flow discharge-restriction infrastructure will be
required as part of the operation process and design, to reduce the
pressure to surrounding sewerage system.

•

All proposed vehicle washbay operations will need to have a flow rate
below 0.5 litres / second to meet PBPL vacuum sewer network
capabilities. This will need to be confirmed in writing by an RPEQ.

•

Washing and cleaning of vehicles and equipment must occur within an
area that is connected to the sewer (under a trade waste agreement) or
fitted with a water treatment system. Queensland Urban Utilities (QUU)compliant approval for connection to plumbing, drainage and sewerage
services (and associated operational works) is required prior to the
commencement of the use (if required).

•

Cleaning chemicals and degreasers should be biodegradable and
environmentally friendly where practicable.

4.3.8R DES have developed a code of practice for new and existing concrete
plants constructed in Queensland as detailed below:
https://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/assets/documents/regulation/pr-cpconcrete-batching.pdf
•

This environmental code of practice addresses environmental aspects
of concrete batching operations. It does not cover environmental issues
to do with siting or construction, and does not cover aspects covered by
other legislation such as occupational health and safety.

•

The code does not restate any requirements of the Environmental
Protection Act 1994, nor does it override or replace federal, state or local
government legislation, regulation, plans or policies.

•

This environmental code of practice commenced on 8 August 2014 and
has effect for seven (7) years. To continue to have effect the code of
practice must be reviewed and approved by the Minister by 7 August
2021.

•

This environmental code of practice has been prepared to provide
guidance to operators to help them comply with the Environmental
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Protection Act 1994 by meeting their general environmental duty. The
code also outlines the environmental best management practices of
leaders in the industry.

For further information please contact the DES Business and Industry Portal
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/business/running/environment/licences-permits. The PBPL Planning
Team can assist throughout this process if deemed necessary for the proposed site activities

4.4

Car Parking and Vehicle Movement Design Guideline

This Guideline supports the Car Parking and Vehicle Movement Design Code in the LUP. Please refer
to the LUP for the purpose and applicability of the Car Parking and Vehicle Movement Design Code.
Transport, traffic and access/egress
Intent

Advices

4.4I.1 If required by the port
lessee, a traffic impact
assessment is prepared by
a suitably qualified
professional and addresses
the requirements of the LUP
and the advices of this
document.

4.4A.1 The traffic impact assessment must contain the following:
• details about car and truck visitation (i.e. overall visitation plus details of
maximum number of vehicles that will visit the site on a daily basis at the
busiest/peak times – NB: peak visitation figures rather than average
annual figures of visitation should be provided);
• details about operating hours and daily peaks of vehicle movement to and
from the site;
• process for organising and marshalling vehicles on site;
• time taken to facilitate vehicle entry, processing and exit to/from site;
• details about traffic management infrastructure, vehicle booking systems
and on-site traffic management that will accommodate the maximum
number of vehicles that will be visiting the site at the busiest time;
• confirmation and verification that the operation will not necessitate vehicle
queuing or parking outside the Proponent’s leased area; and
• confirmation that the traffic generated by the site will not adversely impact
the safe and efficient operation of the port or the surrounding road network;
plans and engineering drawings that accord with the requirements of the
LUP and the advices of this document.

4.4I.2 The engineering
drawings have been
certified by a RPEQ (or
equivalent) and address the
requirements of the LUP
and the advices of this
document.

4.4A.2 The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification to the effect that all
pavements have been designed for a minimum design life of 15 years.
A design life of 10 years may be acceptable in some circumstances.

4.4A.3 The Proponent is required to provide a design basis report and
drawings for the pavement design. The design basis report must outline
the design vehicles, axle loads, number of repetitions, ESAs etc.
adopted for the design.
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Transport, traffic and access/egress
Intent

Advices
4.4A.4 The Proponent should provide a minimum asphalt seal of 35mm. A two
coat seal may be considered for leased areas accommodating car
storage.

4.4A.5 The Proponent is required to provide industrial standard vehicle turning
geometry suitable for the largest vehicle that will use the facility (i.e.
Super-B-Double, Port Container Vehicle – PBS Level 2B etc)
For all development, the Proponent is required to provide vehicle
turning geometry for service vehicles including garbage trucks, courier
vans, emergency vehicles etc.
All drawings must illustrate the car and truck queuing capacity and
parking/loading spaces.

4.5

Landscaping, Stormwater and Water Sensitive Urban Design Guideline

PBPL maintains a commitment to the responsible development of its land. This commitment incorporates
the integration of high-quality landscaping and effective stormwater management for all development
sites. In this regard, PBPL sees the design, establishment and maintenance of landscaping and
stormwater management systems/infrastructure as being complementary and interdependent.
The integration of landscaping and stormwater management should therefore, incorporate the principles
of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) in pursuit of the following objectives:
•

The creation of a consistent and visually pleasing environment through the application of
consistent design principles on all development sites.

•

Ensuring stormwater drains from the site in a manner that avoids erosion, does not compromise
public safety, provides an acceptable level of flood immunity and ensures a quality that does not
adversely impact upon receiving waters.

•

The incorporation of a landscape design philosophy that:
o
o
o

•

is sensitive to the / prefers the use of indigenous vegetation patterns, native fauna and
other natural biological systems of the site and associated locale
minimises the effort required to maintain gardens in a high-quality state
uses landscaping features/provisions as a means of further treating/improving stormwater
quality.

The reduced use of reticulated town potable supply by:
o
o
o
o

compliance with any water restrictions (That may be enforced from time to time, none in
Queensland since early 2013)
using xeriscaping techniques (which relates to a landscape designed around limited water
usage). This should limit the requirement for watering via the use of native drought
tolerant species and sub-surface drip irrigation systems
sourcing irrigation water from on-site rainwater harvesting, e.g. on-site water tanks, the
use of porous pavements, the use of vegetated swales, retention/detention features and
the design of pavements to capture overland stormwater flows as a source of irrigation
trigger nozzles on all hoses and use of hydro cells when planting.
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•

The appropriate massing of species to ensure their continual survival and the minimisation of the
potential for exotic pests or weeds to establish in landscaped areas.

•

The inclusion of landscaping establishment irrigation and maintenance obligations within PBPL
leases.

•

The reflection of contemporary community expectations regarding the provision of aesthetically
pleasing landscape design.

In this context, Proponents should note that Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) refers to the
integration of urban water cycle management with the planning and design of landscaping treatments
and the infrastructure/systems designed to capture, store, treat and discharge stormwater.
Key elements of this philosophy can be noted to include (but not be limited to) the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

capture, storage, treatment and (re)use (rather than simple conveyance) of stormwater for
washing, domestic and industrial use and localised landscape irrigation;
conservation of water use;
maintenance and enhancement of water quality through filtration and retention;
reducing of stormwater runoff during peak flow period as a means of reducing the potential for
pollution and providing effective flood mitigation;
use of vegetation and integration with landscape elements for stormwater treatment
(complementing or replacing more traditional Stormwater Quality Improvement Devices (SQIDs)
such as litter traps, hydrocarbon separators etc.;
the alternative use of the Port of Brisbane’s Offsite Stormwater Treatment Investment Program
(see below);
water conserving landscaping; and
protecting natural systems in a manner that minimises development costs associated with more
traditional hard-engineered solutions.

This Guideline supports the Landscaping, Stormwater and Water Sensitive Urban Design Code in the
LUP. Please refer to the LUP for the purpose and applicability of the Landscaping, Stormwater and Water
Sensitive Urban Design Code.
Stormwater Management
Intent

Advices

4.5I.1 A stormwater
management plan is
prepared and certified by a
suitably qualified
professional (e.g. an RPEQ)
and addresses the
requirements of the LUP
and the advices of this
document.

4.5A.1 The stormwater management plan should contain commentary about
the integration of landscaping and stormwater management
infrastructure. If this is not possible, the Proponent must provide
commentary justifying the proposed design of the facility and the
effective management of stormwater.
4.5A.2 Pollutants should be removed from stormwater by stormwater quality
improvement devises (including but not limited to swales, bio-retention
basins and filter strips) in the operational phase of the development.
The following reductions should be achieved by the stormwater quality
improvement devises within the site:
•
•
•
•

80% reduction in Total Suspended Solids;
60% reduction in Total Phosphorus;
45% reduction in Total Nitrogen; and
90% reduction in Gross Pollutants.

MUSIC or a similar program should be used to demonstrate the
aforementioned reductions.
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Stormwater Management
Intent

Advices
Alternatively, the development may opt to participate in the PBPL’s
Offsite Stormwater Treatment investment program.
The initiative allows developers to reduce the amount of required on-site
stormwater treatment by investing in water quality improvements in the
Brisbane River catchment. The requirement to treat Total Suspended
Solids, Total Phosphorus and Total Nitrogen will be met via the offsite
investment, however gross pollutants must still be treated on site.
In return developers are required to pay $32,000 per hectare of
development (2019 rate) which is invested by PBPL in catchment
management projects throughout South East Queensland that scientific
investigations have proven to provide net environmental benefits
throughout the region.
This initiative may also deliver comparative/overall infrastructure cost
savings to many developments. For more information please contact
the PBPL’s environment team.
4.5A.3 The projected sea level rise is a key consideration with the design of a
facility or additional land use. For Brisbane core port land:

4.5I.2 The drawings
submitted with the
stormwater management
plan have been certified by
a RPEQ (or equivalent) and
clearly illustrate the site’s
capacity to effectively
manage stormwater. These
drawings should also be
included in the project
drawing set.

•

Site ground level is to be set at least Q100 flood level (3.45 m Port
Datum) plus 800mm for potential impacts of sea level rise (4.25m
Port Datum).

•

Finished floor levels are to be set 300mm above site ground level
(4.55m Port Datum).

4.5A.4 The drawings should clearly illustrate the stormwater catchment area,
the direction of stormwater runoff and the stormwater hydraulic design
calculation sheet and the Q100 flow direction.
4.5A.5 The site should be designed to:
•

Pipe stormwater during a Q10 storm event; and

•

Direct overland flow to an appropriate location during a Q50 storm
event (a Q100 storm event should also be considered).

Please note, the port lessee must consent to the proposed stormwater
discharge location(s).
4.5A.6 The site should be designed with a grade no steeper than 1 in 100 (a
grade no steeper than 1 in 80 may be considered in special
circumstances).
4.5A.7 The Proponent must ensure that the site is graded no steeper than 1 in
80. The Proponent is encouraged to have a grade no steeper than 1 in
100.
4.5A.8 The Proponent must ensure that stormwater pipes are designed and
constructed to withstand the impacts of the marine environment and
the local geotechnical conditions.
For example:
• the Proponent should use rubber ring jointed pipes;
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Stormwater Management
Intent

Advices
• the Proponent is encouraged to seal the lifting holes in the
reinforced concrete pipes. The lifting holes should be sealed with a
geofabric patch (approximately 300mm square) prior to backfilling;
• the Proponent is not permitted to use flush jointed pipes as they
are unlikely to cope with the ground settlement at the port; and
• the use of Class 4 marine grade stormwater pipes.
4.5A.9 To ensure pipes are self-flushing during storm events, the Proponent
must ensure that the gradient of the stormwater pipes are no less than 1
in 500. The Proponent is encouraged to install stormwater pipes with a
gradient of 1 in 250 or more.

Landscaping

5.5I.3 A landscaping plan is
prepared by a suitably
qualified professional and
addresses the requirements
of the LUP and the advices
of this document.

5.5A.10 The landscaping plan should form part of the stormwater management
plan. The landscaping plan should demonstrate that landscaping has been
effectively used:
• to improve the aesthetics of the facility;
• to improve the amenity of the site (i.e. recreational areas, car
parking areas etc.) or the precinct; and
• to minimise heat gain in habitable buildings.
5.5A.11 The landscaping plan should contain:
• details about proposed buildings and structures;
• commentary about the existing and proposed operations on the
site;
• details about the existing and proposed overhead and underground
services;
• details about the proposed landscaping (i.e. layout, species, height
and pot size of the proposed plants);
• details about the stormwater management system; and
• details about the water efficient irrigation system.

5.5A.12 Landscape designs/treatments should ensure landscaping:
•

is provided for the length of all road frontages to an average width
of 3m, except:

-

any frontage to Port Drive at Port Gate where an average
landscaping strip of 4m in width is required.
for frontages to Lucinda Drive where an average landscaping
strip of 4m in width is required.

-
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Stormwater Management
Intent

Advices
-

for wharf terminals fronting Port Drive where a landscaping strip
of 1m in width is required.
any frontage to the Brisbane River where PBPL’s discretion will
apply.

NB: where the operational realities of a site dictate that such
landscaping provisions cannot be accommodated within the leased
boundaries of a site, PBPL may consider accommodating landscaping
treatments outside the fenced boundaries of a site. In such
circumstances the Proponent will assume all maintenance
responsibilities for such landscaping.
•

to be incorporated in site layouts, stormwater and construction
plans (including provisions for ground covers, shrubs and canopy
trees).

•

incorporates WSUD practices (wherever possible) during the initial
design phase of the site to treat non-operational areas of the
development to convey flow of stormwater on the surface of the
development. Landscaping and stormwater design are integrated
to include measures to reduce traditional stormwater
infrastructure, such as pipes, and increase water storage and
ground infiltration. Such initiatives may include, but are not limited
to, bio-retention basins, filter strips and grass swales where
opportunities for on-site water infiltration are maximised through
drainage of hardstand towards permeable surfaces.

•

(where located close to property boundaries) has appropriate root
control systems designed to minimise the spread of roots.

•

is designed such that the base area under the tree canopy is either
kept clear and unpaved, or devices are introduced to allow
adequate watering absorption.

•

must include the provision of street trees at 10m intervals along all
street frontages to the site at the Proponent’s expense.

•

that is designed to assist in dust filtration, provide screening from
light, and reduce noise levels.

NB: Generally a minimum2 of 5% of the total site area is to be landscaped
with a particular emphasis placed on the aesthetic improvement and
presentation of road frontages, areas adjacent to site offices, staff
recreation areas, car-parking areas and frontages directly adjoining
the Brisbane River and/or Moreton Bay.
5.5A.13 Where car-parking and larger hardstand areas are located between
a frontage and any building, landscaping and the hardstand areas are
designed, engineered and constructed to:
• provide one larger shade tree for every six car parking spaces, with
even distribution of the trees (within the broader selection of trees,
shrubs and ground covers selected)

2

A relaxation of the extent of landscaping site coverage (i.e. provision of <5%) may be accommodated where a higher level /
quality of landscaping treatment is provided to the site frontage and/or where all other landscaping performance criteria can be
met or exceeded). Terminal developments adjacent to working wharfs may be exempt from some of these requirements.
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Stormwater Management
Intent

Advices
• reduce impermeable pavement wherever possible
• direct stormwater flows towards landscaping features
• direct stormwater flows
collection/harvesting points.

towards

treatment

devices

and

Car parking areas provide for landscaping via diamond-shaped planter
boxes and/or landscaped strips/swales separating car parks from each
other and/or adjacent built features. Developments use landscaping
features to screen uncovered storage areas and loading/unloading
areas from general view from frontages. Protective measures, such as
kerbing, wheel stops and/or bollards, are used to protect landscaping
from being damaged.

5.5A.14 Irrigation systems comprise subsurface drip-feed technologies
(preferably linked to an on-site source of harvested water). Sub-surface
watering is programmed for early morning or late afternoon to minimise
evaporation. Garden beds should be regularly re-mulched to reduce
evaporation. Mowing and weeding of all landscape features and
footpaths are regularly conducted to minimise weed infestation and
maintain gardens at acceptable standards, with clippings being used as
on-site compost.

5.5A.15 If no street trees exist, the landscaping plan must also include details
about the proposed landscaping in the road corridor. The following
should be used as a guide to site street trees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shared property boundary - no closer than 2.0m;
Kerb and channelling - no closer than 0.45m;
Driveway - no closer than 3.0m;
Service inspection pit - no closer than 3.0m;
Fire hydrant - no closer than 3.0m;
Water valve - no closer than 3.0m;
Street light or traffic signal - no closer than 15.0m;
Receding corner - no closer than 10.0m;
Approach to a corner - no closer than 15.0m; and
Departure from a pedestrian crossing - no closer than 5.0m.
Perimeter fencing – no closer than 2.0m

More generally, plant species are selected and sited to ensure that
overhead or underground services are not adversely impacted upon.
Landscaping features highlight the main entry into any development site
to ensure legibility and ease of access from the street. Mature trees
should achieve a minimum clear trunk height of 1.8 metres, where trees
are planted near designated vehicle entry points, thoroughfares,
driveways, corners, roundabouts or pedestrian crossings. The designer
shall consider vehicle sight lines, maintenance (i.e. mowing) and
impacts on any underground services as an element of any street
planting plan.

5.5A.16 Table 3 below outlines drought tolerant plants that grow well in the
local environment and complement the existing landscaping on and
adjacent to Brisbane core port land. The landscaping plan should
include species noted in Table 3.
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Stormwater Management
Intent

Advices
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Table 3: Trees, shrubs and ground covers that grow well in the local environment and
complement the existing landscaping around Brisbane core port land
(Key: I - Invasive 600mm in ground and 200mm out ground / L - Leader/Tap 600mm in ground / F Fibrous 300mm-400mm in ground / G - Ground Dwelling 100mm in ground/ C – cluster in
ground/ S - shallow)
Trees
Species
Acacia
aulacocarpa
Acacia leiocalya

Hickory Wattle

Height
(M)
5-10

Black Wattle

4-6

3-4

S/C

Alphitonia
excelsa
Angophora
leiocarpa
Banksia
integrifolia

Red Ash or Soap
Tree
Smooth-Barked
Apple
Coastal Banksia

10-35

0.6-1.25

L

15-20

5

L

5-25

1-6

I

Banksia serrata

Old man Banksia

15

4

L

Callitris
columellaris
Casuarina glauca
Casuarina
equisetifolia
Corymbia
intermedia

Bribie Island Pine

8-20

3-6

L

Swamp Oak
Coast She-Oak

15-20
10-12

5-7
6-10

L
L

Pink Bloodwood

20-40

1

L

Cupaniopsis
anacardioides

Tuckeroo

5-8

5-7

F

Eucalyptus
robusta
Eucalyptus
signata
Eucalyptus
tessellaris
Eucalyptus
tereticornis
Glochidion
ferdinandii

Swamp
Mahogany
Scribbly Gum

25

8-10

L

20

8-10

L

Moreton Bay Ash

30

7-9

L

Forest Redgum

30

8-20

L

Cheese Tree

8-10

0.5-1.5

F

Grevillea banksii
or Grevillea
Sessilis

Red flowered
Silky Oak or
White Flowered
Silky Oak
Honey Gem

7

4

L

5

4

L

Beach Hibiscus
Purple Cotton
Tree
Foam Bark

5-7
5

5-7
4

F
L

10

4

F

Queensland
Brush Box
Swamp Box

10-15

5-8

L

25

5-7

L

Grevillea
honeygem
Hibiscus tiliaceus
Hibiscus tillaceus
ruba
Jagera
pseudorhus
Lophostemon
confertus
Lophostemon
suaveolens

Common Name
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Width (M)

Roots

5

L

Mallotus
claoxyloides

Green Kamala or
Odour Bush

11

2-3

C

Melaleuca
quinquenervia
Melaleuca
bracteata
Melaleuca
diosmatifolia
Melaleuca
linariifolia
Melaleuca
leucadendra
Melaleuca
stypheloides
Melaleuca
seeberil
Callistemon
salignus

Coastal Tea Tree

15-20

5-8

L

River Tea Tree

10

6

L

Fine Leaf
Paperbark
Snow in Summer

5

4

L

5

4

L

Weeping
Paperbark
Prickly Paperbark

10-30

8

F/C

5

4

L

Honey Paperbark

5

4

L

Weeping
Bottlebrush

5-10

3-6

L

Common Name

Height

Width

Roots

Acacia
complanata

Flat-stem wattle

5-6

3-4

S

Acacia sophorae
Banksia
oblongifolia

Coastal Wattle
Fern-leaved
Banksia

0.5-1
0.5-2

0.5-1
1-1.5

F
S

Callistemon
formosous

Red Tipped
Bottlebrush

4

3

L

Callistemon
viminalis

Bottlebrush
Rose Opal
Wlidfire
Hannah Ray
Dawson River

4
1.5-2
3-4
4-5
4

3

L

Dodonaea
viscosa
Dodonaea
triquetra
Goodenia ovata
Grevillea
rosmanarifolia
Leptospermum
Leptospermum
laevigatium

Sticky Hop Bush

1.5-4

1-2

F

Hopbush

3-5

2-4

L

Hop Goodenia
Rosemary
Grevillea
Cardwel
Coastal Tea Tree

2
0.8-1

2
0.8-1

G
G

1.5-2
0.3-0.5

1.5-2
1-1.2

G
F

Melaleuca
linariifolia
Myoporum
ellipticum
Ozothamnus
diosmifolious
Metrosideros
vitiencensis
Sannantha similis
Westringia
fruticosa

Claret Tops
Honey Myrtle
Upright
Costal Myoporum
Rice Flower

1-1.2

0.6-1

F/G

0.5

2

G

1.5-2

1

G

Fiji Fire

4

4

F

None
Wynyabbi Gem
Zena

2-4
1.5

2-4
1.5

F
L

Schrubs
Species
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Ground cover and clumping plants
Species
Common Name
Carpobrotus
Pigface
glaucescens
Dianella caerulea Dianella Breeze
'Breeze’
Dianella
Dianella Tasred
tasmanica
‘Tasred'
Hardenbergia
Native
violacea
Sarsaparilla
Hibbertia
Snake Vine
scandens
Lomandra hystrix Green Matrush
Myoporum
Mangrove
acuminatum
Boobialla
Myoporum
Creeping
elipticum
Boobialla
Poa labillardierii
Tussock Grass
Pennisetum
Swamp Foxtail
alopecuroides
Nafray
Scaevola
Purple Fanflower
calendulacea or
Scaevola Aemula
Spinifex sericeus
Beach Spinifex
Themeda
Dwarf Blue
australis ‘Mingo’
Kangaroo Grass
Goodenia
Star Goodenia
rotundifolia
Sesuvium
Shoreline
portulacum
Purslane
Dianella congesta Beach Flax Lily
Dianella
Blue Flax Lily
brevipedunculata
Juncus usitatus
Common Rush
Isolepis nodosa
Knobby Club
Rush
Carex appressa
Tall Sedge
Imperata
Japanese
cylindrica
Bloodgrass
Lomandra
Mat Rush
confertifolia
Myoporum
Coastal Boobialla
boninense
Microlaena
Weeping Grass
stipoides
Austromyrtus
Midgen Berry
dulcis
Hibbertia
Guinea Flower
scandens

4.6

Height
0.2

Width
2

Roots
G

1

2

F

1

2

G

0.3

1.5

G

0.4

4

G

1.3
0.5

1.3
4

G
F

1

3

F

1
2

2
2

F
F

0.2

0.8

G

0.5
1

4
3

G
F

0.2

1.5

S

0.3

1

S

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

G
G

1
1

0.3
0.8

G
G

1
0.5

1.2
0.45

G
F

1

1

G

0.5

3

G

0.3

0.6

S

2

1.4

F

1

3

G

Signage

These Advertising and Directional Signage Guidelines have been drafted to assist with design and
erection of all such signs at the Port of Brisbane.
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All advertising signage on Brisbane Core Port Land at PortBris (i.e. Fisherman Islands including Port
Central), Port Gate and Port West is managed and assessed by PBPL in accordance with these
guidelines and the Development Code requirements of the LUP3.
Signage at Port North is also reviewed and assessed by PBPL when located on Core Port Lands,
however may trigger assessment by BCC where developed in public road corridors. In such examples,
PBPL must first provide their owner’s consent to any application for advertising signage being made to
BCC.
In considering signage on port land, PBPL will also give consideration to the quality, visual amenity and
consistency of signage proposed. Proponents should also note that the Department of Transport and
Main Roads (DTMR) also have some jurisdiction over the final approval of all signage along Port Drive
upstream of the Captain Bishop Bridge. As is the case with Council-approved signage, applications to
DTMR must first be granted owners consent from PBPL where signage is located on port land adjoining
Port Drive.
In the context of the following policy requirements:
•

Advertising signage specifically relates to signage used primarily for the branding or advertising
of a business and/or Tenant located on port land (see overleaf).

•

Directional signage relates to more subtle/smaller signage that is primarily used for the
interpretive purpose of locating, and directing customers/visitors to, a business or tenancies on
Brisbane Core port land (refer to Section 4.6.3).

4.6.1 Advertising Signage Requirements
All advertising signage in the aforementioned areas requires approval (solely) from PBPL and should be
addressed in the Proponent’s development proposal. BCC’s Advertising Signage Policy should also be
referred to as a further ‘guide’ for design considerations in these areas. As part of any development
application involving the placement of new signage on port land at PortBris, Port Gate or Port West, the
Proponent must submit a signage concept plan and accompanying technical details that confirms and
illustrates:
a.

how the proposed signage complements existing/proposed building form.

b.

the use of complementary colours and designs (in keeping with the port environment).

c.

the use of high-quality construction materials.

d.

how adverse impacts on the streetscape or impediments to the sight lines of drivers (including

e.

adjoining roads are not compromised) or pedestrians are avoided.

e.

that signage will not deteriorate in certain weather and environmental conditions.

3

NB: where any proposed signage directly faces an area that is not Brisbane Core Port Land (e.g. the Brisbane River, a
Council or State Controlled road or public park) BCC’s and/or DTMR’s Local Laws / Policies concerning signage may also
apply).
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Example of Advertising of a Business, Port Gate

f.

compliance/general consistency with the BCC Local Law Policies as deemed appropriate by
PBPL - see: https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/laws-permits/laws-permitsbusinesses/advertising-signs).

g.

that signage does not exceed 3 metres in height from the finished ground level when mounted
on a free-standing structure.

h.

that signage is not mounted above the roofline of any building. (NB: signage painted onto
building rooftops is not considered acceptable on port land).

i.

that no free-standing signage has a surface area of more than 6m2 when viewed from any
direction, exclusive of posts or other support structures.

j.

any free-standing signage or signage mounted on fencing must be accompanied by the signed
certification of a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland to the effect that it is
structurally sound and incorporates mountings and foundations capable of withstanding the
loadings of the sign and the weather conditions (wind loadings) experienced at the location of
the signage.

k.

that any structure supporting free-standing signage does not (in any way) compromise the
structural integrity of any underground services or infrastructure, (e.g. water, sewer, electricity,
telecommunications, underground service lines etc). The Proponent will be required to initiate
a search for such underground services and confirm that their integrity shall be assured as part
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of any application for the development of free-standing signage. In addition, please contact the
Spatial Data Services Team (3258 4888), who may be able to assist with the supply of
underground service information.
l.

that signage painted or attached on the surface of a building does not exceed 20% of the wall
surface area (or 10% of the wall surface for developments in the Port Central Precinct).

m. that banners (including those of construction contractors), bunting, sandwich boards or other
promotional material are not permitted (unless specifically sanctioned by PBPL).
n.

that all lighting associated with signage does not have an adverse impact on:
•
•
•

the safe operation of any vehicle circulation either on-site or off-site
any air or waterway navigation aids or devices
the amenity value of the streetscape.

Where sign lighting is proposed such lighting should (preferably) be solar powered) and/or be
appropriately connected to the Proponent/Tenant’s electricity supply (in accordance with
Energex requirements).
o.

any development has a maximum of one major sign per 100 metres of road frontage. NB:
PBPL will generally permit as many minor signs as required for providing access directions
and other site non-promotional information.

p.

major on-site signage is located as near as possible to the main entry point to the site without
adversely affecting safety.

NB: ‘Minor’ signage is considered to be directional signage that is not primarily for commercial
promotion. Such signage is less than 1 metre in height – inclusive of support structure and less
than 1m2 in surface area. All larger signage sporting a business’ brand or logo is classed as
‘Major’ advertising signage. Unless specifically sanctioned by PBPL, no advertising signage
profiling the business or products of a third-party will be permitted on port land.

4.6.2 Tenancy Signs
These will be placed by PBPL at the boundary of each tenancy and be reflective of the major series
signs. Each new Tenant is to have one of these clearly displayed at the road frontage. The signs may
also indicate the main entrance although this is not encouraged.
Each new development should accommodate for the provision of such signage to accurately reflect the
occupancy of the site. PBPL will arrange for the provision of such a sign and Proponent’s should contact
PBPL’s Planning Team on 3258 4888 to discuss this requirement or any changes required to signs.
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Example of Tenancy Signage, PortBris

Example of Tenancy Signage, Port Gate

4.6.3 Directional Signage
All directional signs on port land will be provided in accordance with the standards defined for
development outside the port in Queensland Transport’s Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
and/or in accordance with PBPL’s interpretive signage policies. As part of any development proposal,
the Proponent need only consider the requirements of the Minor Directional Sign and Minor
Miscellaneous Sign series requirements (see below).
All other directional signage on port land will be provided by PBPL.

Example of Directional sign, Port Gate
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Example of Directional sign, PortBris

5.0 Port Engineering Guidelines
This Guideline supports the LUP by outlining the engineering advices for typical port development. The
purpose of this guideline is to:
•
•
•
•

5.1

facilitate good engineering outcomes;
promote development that is appropriate for the local marine and industrial environment;
provide basic direction to engineers and designers that are not familiar with the regulations that
are applicable to this area;
outline the port lessee’s engineering expectations for development on Brisbane core port land.

General Engineering Requirements

This Guideline supports the Port Development Code in the LUP. Please refer to the LUP for the purpose
and applicability of the Port Development Code.
Intent

Advice

Design drawings
5.1I.1 The location of existing
and proposed development is
clear

5.1A.1
Development at PortBris should be illustrated on plans using the port
lessee’s local survey grids. For all other development (including tidal
works), plans should use the Map Grid of Australia (MGA).
PBPL Plan 131710 Revision B titled Local Grid Transformations dated
22.02.17 (please refer to Appendix A), identifies all the individual grids
and references to where they are applicable. All drawings should
illustrate development in relation to real property and lease boundaries.
For further details about the local survey grids, please contact the port
lessee’s Spatial Data Services Team (3258 4888).

5.1I.2 Engineering details must
be clearly noted on the design
drawings.

5.1A.2 The Proponent must ensure that all drawings submitted for approval
clearly note the engineering specifications and calculations used to
inform the design of the facility. The engineering specifications and
calculations used should include:
•
•
•
•
•

design life;
design loading and patterns;
vehicle dimensions and details;
vessel dimensions and details; and
for pavements, axle loads, repetitions and ESAs.

5.1I.3 Development is designed 5.1A.3 All design drawings should be certified by a Registered Professional
to be structurally sound and fit
Engineer of Queensland (or equivalent).
for its intended use.

5.1I.4 Development drawings
prior to construction and
subsequent to works being
completed to be in accordance
with Asset Design and As
Constructed data (ADAC)

5.1A.4 All drawings as part of a project, including demolition, for construction
and as constructed, shall accord with PBPL “As Constructed”
Documentation deliverables and PBPL ADAC standards (see Appendix
B & C). Prior to commencing any given project, please contact the Spatial
Data Services Team (3258 4888).
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Intent

Advice

Durability in a marine and industrial environment

5.1I.5 Materials used must be
appropriate for a marine and
industrial environment.

5.1A.5 The Proponent is encouraged to use non-corrosive metals (i.e. marine
grade aluminium, grade 316 or 316L stainless steel, 2205 duplex
stainless steel etc.), hot-dipped galvanised or Colorbond products.
Please note, painted steel sheeting; galvanised sheeting or painted
galvanised sheeting is not appropriate.
5.1A.6 All coating systems and metal finishes accord with the advice outlined
in AS2312 and AS4312.
5.1A.7 The Proponent is to ensure positive separation of dissimilar metals (the
use of neoprene or HDPE spacers, sleaves, washers etc.). The
Proponent is encouraged to avoid using dissimilar metals.

Buildings and structures

5.1I.6 Buildings are designed to
endure local weather
conditions.

5.1A.8 The Proponent is to ensure that the minimum roof pitch is at least one
degree greater than the minimum profile recommended by the
manufacturer.
5.1A.9 The Proponent is to ensure that roofs, windowsills, doors and walls are
framed and flashed to prevent rain entering the building during intense
storm events.
5.1A.10 The Proponent is to ensure that all windows are commercial grade and
weather proofed. The Proponent is encouraged to use commercial grade
hopper style windows.
5.1A.11 The Proponent is to ensure that external roller doors are commercial
grade and weather proofed. The Proponent is encouraged to construct a
graded or recessed step away from the roller door. Perforated or slotted
slats are to protected so that there are no exposed edges.

5.1I.7 Buildings are designed to
enable maintenance work to be
undertaken safely.

5.1A.12 The Proponent will ensure that the building and any associated plant
can be accessed safely for maintenance and repair work. The
proponent is to ensure that all equipment can be easily and safely
accessed through purpose built access / inspection points. Designs
should be such that the need for fall arrest/fall prevention systems or
access via elevated working platforms are eliminated or reduced.
Please refer to the Workplace Health and Safety Queensland
‘Managing the Risk of Falls at Workplaces’ Code of Practice 2018 for
further guidance.

5.1I.8 Buildings are designed in
regard to machinery and
equipment safety.

5.1A.13 The Proponent must ensure that the design (including plant, machinery
and equipment), built form and operations accord with Work Health and
Safety Act 2011 and AS4024.

Infrastructure, utilities and services

5.1I.9 The design and
construction of infrastructure,

5.1A.14 The Proponent must ensure that the design and construction of
infrastructure, utilities and services is considerate of the geotechnical
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conditions (including settlements) and the movement caused by the use
of surrounding structures.
5.1A.15 The Proponent must ensure that stormwater pipes are designed and
installed to allow for settlement around manholes.
The Proponent is encouraged to install a reinforced concrete pipe
(600mm) with rubber ring between the manhole and the next pipe.
5.1A.16 The Proponent must ensure that stormwater pipes are designed and
installed to allow for settlement adjacent to wharves and accommodate
the movements of a ship berthing.
The Proponent is required to install a short reinforced concrete pipe
(length: 600mm) with rubber ring between the abutment to the wharf
and the next pipe.

5.1I.10 Infrastructure, utilities
and services are aligned in a
structured and orderly manner.

5.1A.17 The Proponent is required to ensure that all service connections are
perpendicular to roads/boundaries/existing services and enter the
property as directly as possible. For clarification about the most
appropriate alignment, please contact the port lessee’s Engineering
Team (3258 4888).

5.1I.11 Infrastructure, utilities
and services must be
identifiable.

5.1A.18 The Proponent is required to provide detectable marker warning tape
300mm above all services (including electrical and communications
conduits, PVC pipes etc).

5.1I.12 A drawing that
illustrates water and sewer
infrastructure has been
certified by a RPEQ and
addresses the requirements of
the LUP and the advices of this
document.

5.1A.19 The Proponent must provide details about the projected water
consumption and sewer demands. Excessive water consumption
(more than 100L per person per day) or sewer use (more than 100L
per person per day) will require special consideration and may
necessitate an amendment to the lease. Design assumptions are to
be detailed on the RPEQ design drawings. Where connection to the
PBPL vacuum sewer is required for the development flow restrictions
may apply.
All water use on site (both during construction and operation) shall
comply with any relevant Queensland Water Commission Water
Restrictions and any specifications of Queensland Urban Utilities
(QUU) that may be in place at any given time.
5.1A.20 The Proponent must ensure that infrastructure for potable water,
recycled water and sewerage is designed and installed in accordance
with QUU standards and specifications.
Please contact QUU on 13 26 57) or review
https://www.urbanutilities.com.au to ascertain their standards.
5.1A.21 The Proponent must ensure that all water and sewer services are
installed by a qualified and competent contractor and to QUU’’s
standards.
5.1A.22 The Proponent is required to:
a.

install appropriate water meters to all water connections within the
site.
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b.

notify PBPL (in writing) of the following specifications / details of the
site’s water metre infrastructure:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

c.

metre serial number;
make and model;
size of metre;
number of dials;
photo of reading and read date;
location; and
installation signed by a qualified RPEQ.

survey and ADAC details attached (please refer to Appendix B & C).

NB: Meters should be installed to meet the requirements of QUU
Engineering standards i.e. provide a Form 15 Certificate to PBPL for
PBPL Engineering approval.
During construction, water supply is not to be gained from fire main
connections (within this or any other site) without the installation of
an appropriate temporary or permanent metered connection. PBPL
shall be consulted prior to the installation of any water connections
associated with the site and / or works, and installation is carried out
in accordance with their standards.
On completion, all associated works to be supplied in accordance
with PBPL ADAC standards. “As Constructed” records of the
installation are to be supplied in CAD/PDF and DWG formats that
agree with the surveyed pickups.
5.1A.23 The Proponent must ensure that water quality will not be adversely
affected by the water’s prolonged detention in large diameter, low
volume mains.
The Proponent should consider using ring mains and avoid dead ends.
A shutoff valve may be required to maintain water quality. If a shutoff
valve is required, consideration needs to be given to emergency
response situations.
5.1A.24 The Proponent is required to install a dirt box (pit) before the water
meter.
5.1A.25 The Proponent is required to install backflow devices on all water lines
in accordance with Queensland Urban Utilities standards and AS3500.
5.1A.26 The Proponent is required to install a water meter on all water lines
(including fire water mains). The Proponent must inform the port
lessee’s Facilities Management team (3258 4888) of all metre details
including (but not limited to) meter serial number, make, model, size,
installation date and location.
5.1A.27 The Proponent is to ensure that all infrastructure for sewerage complies
with QUU’s standards (except for vitrified clay material which is not
permitted).

5.1I.13 Managing Standpipes to
Queensland Urban Utilities
standards

5.1A.28 PBPL will play a direct role in the assessment of Smart standpipes on
Brisbane Core Port Land (unless otherwise informed by PBPL).
Accordingly, all such standards should be confirmed with PBPL during
prelodgement discussions.
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During construction, water supply is not to be gained from fire main
connections (within this or any other site) without the installation of an
appropriate temporary or permanent metered standpipe. If the site is
directly serviced by QUU then Queensland Urban Utilities and with
appropriate notice, PBPL will attend to the installation of any water
connections to the proposed site boundary.
PBPL/QUU will require operators to have the minimum requirements
completed:
a. adequate training prior to using a standpipe;
b. all Smart standpipe will be provided by PBPL
c. The Smart standpipe will be made available to the proponent
following receipt of the Deposit payment and the details will be
forwarded to QUU for monthly water usage recovery and will
continue until the permanent meter is installed
d. all Smart standpipe users to submit water usage data monthly to
QUU and PBPL.(see terms and conditions extract below) to allow
ongoing water tracking
Each ticketed Operator must complete a log of:
• each fire hydrant use;
• each delivery location and purpose of water use; and
• take and record a meter reading for the Permit Smart Standpipe on
the 21st of each month, and submit a copy of that log to QUU and
PBPL by the 28th of each month.
The Permit Holder must ensure that log requirements are met by all
Ticketed Operators.

5.1I.14 A drawing that
illustrates emergency response
infrastructure has been
prepared by a suitably qualified
professional and addresses the
requirements of the LUP and
the advice of this document.

5.1A.29 The Proponent must ensure that the design and installation of all fire
suppression services accord with Queensland Fire and Emergency
Services’ standards and AS2419.
5.1A.30 The Proponent will comply with AS2118 and provide additional fire
suppression/sprinkler systems in the design and fit-out of any
development where it is determined that:
•
•

•

5.1I.15 A drawing that
illustrates electrical, fire
detection and
telecommunications
infrastructure has been
certified by a RPEQ and
addresses the requirements of
the LUP and the advices of this
document.

the proposed buildings have a value greater than $20 million and the
additional cost of the fire suppression systems is less that 5% of the
buildings’ cost; or
the proposed buildings are located adjacent to buildings owned by the
port lessee where the combined value of the buildings is greater than
$20 million and the additional cost of the fire suppression systems is less
than 5% of the Written Down Value of the buildings; or
where a fire in any of the proposed buildings represents a significant
business continuity risk to the port lessee.

5.1A.31 The Proponent must provide details about the projected power
consumption.
Excessive power consumption (more than 1000kVA) will require special
consideration and may necessitate an amendment to the lease.
5.1A.32 The Proponent must ensure that all electrical infrastructure is designed,
provided and maintained in accordance with all relevant standards
including, arc flash conditions being met, without limitations: AS3000,
AS1670 and Energex’s standards.
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5.1A.33 The Proponent must ensure that all electrical conduits are installed by
a qualified and competent contractor.
5.1A.34 The Proponent must ensure that all telecommunications infrastructure
is compliant with the current version of Telecommunications Act 1997,
Compilation No. 91; Telecommunications (Low Impact Facilities)
Determination 2018; AS/ACIF S009 Installation Requirements for
Customer Cabling and the PBPL lease conditions.
5.1A.35 The Proponent must ensure that electrical earth stakes are to be grade
316 stainless steel (not copper).
5.1A.36 The Proponent must ensure that the design of the load centres and
distribution boards are appropriate for a marine and industrial
environment (e.g. marine grade aluminium, stainless steel etc). The
load centres and distribution boards shall use a Schneider Electric
Isobar Type load centre chassis or equivalent. The designer shall
address all fault conditions (including Arc flash) by selecting the
appropriate switchgear and switchboard configuration.
5.1A.37 The Proponent must ensure that the design of the transformer rectifier
units is suitable for a marine and industrial environment. The circuit
breaker controls for the transformer rectifier units shall use a Schneider
Electric Isobar Type load centre chassis or Equivalent.
5.1A.38 The Proponent is required to seal all conduits to protect electrical cables
from vermin damage
Please note, foam filling is not considered acceptable.
5.1A.39 The Proponent is encouraged to incorporate drainage into electrical and
communication pits (particularly in marine terminals).

5.1I.16 Access to
infrastructure, utilities and
services must be safe and
efficient.

5.1A.40 The Proponent will ensure access covers are designed in accordance
with the specifications below: All access covers must comply with
AS3996 and be marked with service details:
Container wharves and general cargo wharves: The Proponent will
provide Class G access covers.
Bulk products wharves and motor vehicle wharves: The Proponent
will provide Class F access covers. The Proponent is encouraged to
provide Class G access covers.
Terminals: The Proponent will provide Class G access covers.
Port industry: The Proponent will provide Class F access covers. The
Proponent is encouraged to provide Class G access covers.
Motor vehicle storage, processing and distribution: The Proponent
will provide Class C access covers. The Proponent is encouraged to
provide Class D access covers.
Roads: The Proponent will provide Class E access covers at PortBris,
Port Gate and Port West. The Proponent will provide Class D access
covers elsewhere. The Proponent is encouraged to provide Class E
access covers elsewhere.
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Areas adjacent to roads: The Proponent will provide Class C access
covers at PortBris, Port Gate and Port West. The Proponent will provide
Class B access covers elsewhere. The Proponent is encouraged to
provide Class C access covers elsewhere.
Non-trafficked areas (i.e. garden beds): The Proponent will provide
Class A access covers.
5.1A.41 The Proponent is required to locate pits and manholes at:
a) substantial changes of direction of conduits; and
b) a maximum spacing of 100m
5.1A.42 The Proponent must ensure that the conduit penetrations are at least
150mm above the floor to the electrical and communication pits. The
Proponent must also ensure that bell mouths are installed in the pit
walls for conduit penetrations.
5.1A.43 The Proponent must ensure pulling eyes and nylon draw ropes are
integrated into the design and installation of all electrical and
communication pits and infrastructure.

5.1I.17 Concreting for
manholes, gully pits and other
underground access structures
is appropriate.

5.1A.44 Concreting for manholes, gully pits and other underground access
structures must accord with the specifications below:
•
•
•

for development in tidal areas, the Proponent is required to provide a
minimum concrete grade of N50;
for everywhere else, the Proponent is required to provide a minimum
concrete grade of N40; and
the walls of the structure must be reinforced with SL82 mesh or better.
Please note mesh is not used when PBPL install standard BCC
manholes.
If sandbags have been used as an external framework, they must be
removed prior to backfilling.

Wind standards

5.1I.18 The design wind
standard for infrastructure is
considerate of the local
environment.

5.1A.45 All development on Brisbane core port land will be designed to
accommodate wind speeds in Region B and Terrain Category 2 (as
outlined in AS1170.2). The Proponent will ensure:
•
•

•
•

container cranes and ship loaders are designed to accommodate
regional wind speeds not less than 64m/s (ultimate wind speed for limit
state design) based on an Importance Level of 4;
consideration for a lower level of importance (please refer to Table 3.2
as part of the AS/NZS 1170 to determine the importance level for
building types) may be considered where the proponent can
demonstrate via a RPEQ risk based assessment the lower level is
appropriate for their equipment and shall not be less than level 2;
container cranes and ship loaders are capable of being operated in
wind speeds not less than 20m/s (permissible wind speed for working
stress design); and
all other infrastructure and buildings are designed to accommodate
regional wind speeds of not less than 57m/s (ultimate wind speed for
limit state design) based on an Importance Level of 2.
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Lighting

5.1I.19 Lighting is sufficient to
ensure operations that are
undertaken at night are safe.

5.1A.46 The Proponent must ensure lighting does not adversely impact adjacent
sites or Brisbane Airport. No light should be directed more than 5
degrees above horizontal.
5.1A.47 If lighting will result in safer operations at night, the Proponent should
provide an average of 50 lux over the site and a minimum of 30 lux at
the areas that are least lit. For Outdoor work places proponents shall
consider EN12464-2 along with AZ/NZS 1680.5. Detailed RPEQ
lighting drawings shall be submitted with the proponent’s application.

Gates

5.1I.20 Gates must not
adversely impact public areas.

5.1A.48 The Proponent is required to ensure that all gates open into leased
areas and not onto footpaths in public areas.

Fuel and chemical storage

5.1I.21 Managing Fuel and
chemical storage to the
appropriate AS.

5.2

5.1A.49 All fuel and chemical storage must be above ground and accord with
all relevant AS and the advices of Work Health & Safety Act 2011

Engineering Requirements for Development over Water

Intent

Advices

Infrastructure and buildings over water

5.2I.1 The design life of
infrastructure
and buildings is economical, fit
for its intended use and
accords
with all relevant Australian
Standards.

5.2A.1 Major maritime facilities (i.e. wharves) should have a design life of 50 years
or more. Minor maritime facilities (i.e. recreational boating facilities such as
pontoons, boat ramps etc.) should have a design life of 100 years or more.
5.2A.2 The Proponent must ensure that the design of maritime structures
complies with AS4997- Guidelines for the Design of Maritime Structures.
5.2A.3 The Proponent must ensure that fendering complies with PIANC Guidelines for the Design of Fendering Systems: 2002.

5.2I.2 The design of a wharf is
economical, fit for its intended
use and accords with all
relevant Australia Standards.
5.2I.3 The design of a wharf is
considerate of the vessels that
will berth at the facility and the
local weather conditions
5.2I.4 Piles are durable and fit
for their intended use.

5.2A.4 The Proponent must ensure that the design of marinas and pontoons
complies with AS3962 – Guidelines for the Design of Marinas

Wharves
5.2A.5 The Proponent will ensure wharves are designed in accordance with the
specifications below (as a minimum) and PBPL’s guidelines for stormwater
management (see 4.5I.1). All vehicle loads must include dynamic effects.
5.2A.5.1 Container Wharves: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the container wharf will accommodate class
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50 loads in accordance with AS4997; 50kPa, 120t axle load from
reachstakers and forklifts and 15t straddle wheel load from an eight wheel
straddle. The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the container wharf will accommodate class
60 loads in accordance with AS4997; 60kPa, 120t axle load from
reachstakers and forklifts and 15t straddle wheel load from an eight wheel
straddle.
The container wharf must be designed for SM1600 and HLP400 loads in
accordance with the Bridge Design Code AS5100.
5.2A.5.2 General Cargo Wharves and/or Motor Vehicle Wharves:
The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification (or equivalent) to the effect
that the general cargo wharf and/or motor vehicle wharf will accommodate
class 40 loads in accordance with AS4997; 40kPa; 110t axle load from
reachstakers and forklifts and 13t straddle wheel load from an eight wheel
straddle. The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the general cargo wharf and/or motor vehicle
wharf will accommodate class 50 loads in accordance with AS4997;
50kPa; 120t axle load for reachstakers and forklifts, 120t axle loads for
MAFI trailers (refer to Abbreviations) and 15t straddle wheel load from an
eight wheel straddle.
5.2A.6 The general cargo wharf and/or motor vehicle wharf must be designed for
SM1600 and HLP400 loads in accordance with the Bridge Design Code
AS5100.
5.2A.7 Bulk Product Wharves: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification
(or equivalent) to the effect that the bulk product wharf will accommodate
class 15 loads in accordance with AS4997; 15kPa and 60t axle load from
reachstakers and forklifts.
The bulk product wharf must be designed for SM1600 and HLP320 loads
in accordance with the Bridge Design Code AS5100. The Proponent is
encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification (or equivalent) to the effect that
the bulk product wharf will accommodate class 25 loads in accordance with
AS4997; 30kPa and 90t axle load from reachstakers and forklifts. The
Proponent is also encouraged to design the bulk product wharf for SM1600
and HLP400 loads in accordance with the Bridge Design Code AS5100.
5.2A.8 Cruise Wharves: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the cruise wharf will accommodate class 15
loads in accordance with AS4997; 15kPa and 30t axle load from
reachstakers and forklifts. The cruise wharf must be designed for SM1600
and HLP320 loads in accordance with the Bridge Design Code AS5100.
The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification (or equivalent)
to the effect that the cruise wharf will accommodate class 25 loads in
accordance with AS4997; 30kPa and 45t axle load from reachstakers and
forklifts. The Proponent is also encouraged to design the cruise wharf for
SM1600 and HLP400 loads in accordance with the Bridge Design Code
AS5100.

Vessels

The Proponent will ensure wharves are designed to accommodate the vessels
and movements detailed below (as a minimum):
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5.2A.9 Container Wharves: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the container wharf will accommodate a
110,000 DWT post-panamax container vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec
(minimum). The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the container wharf will accommodate a
140,000 DWT neo-panamax container vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec
(minimum).
5.2A.10 General Cargo Wharves: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification
(or equivalent) to the effect that the general cargo wharf will
accommodate 50,000 DWT general cargo vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec
(minimum). The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification
(or equivalent) to the effect that the general cargo wharf will
accommodate 60,000 DWT general cargo vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec
(minimum).
5.2A.11 Car Wharves: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the motor vehicle wharf will accommodate
35,000 DWT roll on/roll off vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec (minimum). The
Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification (or equivalent) to
the effect that the motor vehicle wharf will accommodate 45,000 DWT roll
on/roll off vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec (minimum).
5.2A.12 Bulk Wharves: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the bulk product wharf will accommodate
60,000 DWT handimax bulk carrier vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec
(minimum). The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification
(or equivalent) to the effect that the bulk product wharf will accommodate
70,000 DWT panamax bulk carrier vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec
(minimum).
5.2A.13 Cruise Wharves:
The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification (or
equivalent) to the effect that the cruise wharf will accommodate a 140,000
GRT cruise liner vessel berthing at 0.15m/sec (minimum).
Please note, the design vessels may be larger and the berthing
speeds may be higher (depending on berthing conditions). The
RPEQ (or equivalent) is responsible for designing the wharf for its
intended use.

Piles
5.2A.14 The Proponent is encouraged to use steel piles for marine structures.
Appropriate consideration must be given to corrosion allowance in
accordance with AS4997.
5.2A.15 The Proponent must confirm the details of the steel pile painting system
or wrapping system (i.e. petrolatum-tape). The steel pile painting system
or wrapping system must be appropriate for a marine environment
(splash, spray and submerged zones) and demonstrate compliance with
AS2312 and AS4312.
5.2A.16 The Proponent is required to provide a cathodic protection system (in
accordance with AS2832) within the portion of piles permanently
immersed in water and a wrapping system (i.e. petrolatum-tape) for the
portion of the piles that are not permanently immersed in water.
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Container cranes

5.2I.5 Container cranes are fit
for their intended
purpose/design life and accord
with all relevant AS.

5.2A.17 The Proponent must ensure that the design wheel loads for container
cranes in operating conditions accords with one of the specifications
below (maximum allowable wheel loads):
•
•
•

55 tonnes per wheel for 8 wheel bogies with wheels spaced at 1.5m
centres (440 tonnes per crane leg).
75 tonnes per wheel for 8 wheel bogies with wheels spaced at 1.2m
centres (600 tonnes per crane leg).
60 tonnes per wheel for 10 wheel bogies with wheels spaced at 1.2m
centres (600 tonnes per crane leg).

5.2A.18 The Proponent must ensure wharves are designed to accommodate the
design wheel loads for container cranes in the storm (tie-down)
conditions detailed below (as a minimum) and wind standards as
described in Section 5.1I.17.
•
•
•

100 tonnes per wheel for 8 wheel bogies with wheels spaced at 1.5m
centres (800 tonnes per crane leg).
125 tonnes per wheel for 8 wheel bogies with wheels spaced at 1.2m
centres (1000 tonnes per crane leg).
100 tonnes per wheel for 10 wheel bogies with wheels spaced at 1.2m
centres (1000 tonnes per crane leg).
Uplift load to be assessed for proposed container crane but should not
be greater than 195 tonnes per corner (crane leg).

Concreting standards for development over water

5.2I.6 The concrete work
associated with the
construction of a maritime
facility is fit for its intended
purpose and design life and
accords with all relevant AS.

5.2A.19 The Proponent will ensure the concrete grade accords with the
specifications below:
Major maritime facilities: The Proponent is required to ensure
concrete for major maritime facilities incorporates a minimum grade of
S50 with the following requirements:
•
•
•
•

maximum water/cementitious ratio: 0.40
minimum cementitious content: 450 kg/m 3
flyash content: 25% by replacement of cement
Inclusion of a corrosion inhibitor or other corrosion prevention measure
is encouraged.
Minor maritime facilities: The Proponent is required to ensure
concrete for minor maritime facilities incorporates a minimum grade of
S40 with the following requirements:

•
•
•

maximum water/cementitious ratio: 0.45
minimum cementitious content: 400 kg/m 3
flyash content: 20% to a maximum of 25% by replacement of cement

5.2A.20 The Proponent must comply with table 6.4 or table 6.5 in AS4997 Guidelines for the Design of Maritime Structures for concrete cover. The
Proponent is encouraged to add 10mm to the minimum concrete cover
noted in Table 6.4 or Table 6.5 in AS4997.
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5.2A.21 The Proponent must ensure that all concrete elements have a minimum
of 7 days moist curing or the application of a curing compound that
complies with either Class A or Class B curing compounds (depending
on application) in accordance with AS3799 (Water Retention Efficiency
Index not less than 90%). If curing compounds are used, then Waterbased Class B curing compounds are preferred. The Proponent is
encouraged to use a moist cure concrete for a minimum of 10 days and
use no curing compounds in a marine environment.
5.2A.22 The Proponent is required to confirm that all concreting will incorporate
carbon steel reinforcement complying with AS4671. The Proponent is
encouraged to ensure that all concreting will incorporate:
•
•
•
•

carbon steel reinforcement with cathodic protection (in accordance with
AS2832);
grade 316L (weldable) stainless steel reinforcement;
duplex 2205 stainless steel reinforcement; or
a combination thereof.
Epoxy coating or other enveloping protection systems for reinforcement
is not permitted.

5.2A.23 Prestressed or post-stressed concrete is not recommended for marine
structures. If prestressed or post-stressed concrete is proposed, special
consideration and detailing is required.

Recreational and boating infrastructure

5.2I.7 Recreational and boating
infrastructure is effectively
designed for its intended use.

5.3

5.2A.24 The Proponent must ensure that the design of recreational boating
infrastructure accords with DTMR’s requirements.

Engineering Requirements for Development Over Land

Intent

Advices

Design Life

5.3I.1 The design life of
development on land is
economical and fit for its
intended use.

5.3A.1 Development on land should have a design life that is fit for its intended
use and/or correlates with the currency period of the relevant lease.

Geotechnical

5.3I.2 Development and
operations must be
considerate of the site’s
geotechnical conditions.

5.3A.2 The majority of Brisbane core port land has been reclaimed over marine
silts and clays. Development on our land needs to be considerate of the
geotechnical conditions (including settlements).
The Proponent is encouraged to design for construction settlements of
150mm over 20 years for Terminal Areas; and 50mm over 20 years for
Warehouses and Buildings (e.g. where buildings are designed for pad
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footings). Achieving these criteria is likely to require the undertaking of
additional ground improvement works. The cost and timing implications
for adopting these encouraged outcomes will need to be taken into
consideration by the Proponent.

5.3I.3 Activities that involve
importing fill material address
the requirements of the LUP
and the advices of this
document.

5.3A.3 The Proponent is encouraged to cut and level the site to minimise the need
for importing fill material.
5.3A.4 All fill material must accord with the advice of AS3798. Fill material must
have a California Bearing Ratio of 15 or more.
5.3A.5 There are statutory requirements associated with importing and exporting
fill material. The port lessee’s Environmental Team can assist a
Proponent’s efforts to identify these requirements.

Pavements and concrete slabs on land

5.3I.4 The supporting
information has been certified
by a RPEQ (or equivalent) and
demonstrates that the
pavement areas and concrete
slabs (including inside
warehouses and sheds) are
adequate for their intended
use.

5.3A.6 The Proponent will ensure pavement areas and concrete slabs will
achieve their intended design life in accordance with the specifications
below (as a minimum). All vehicle loads must include dynamic effects:
5.3A.6.1 Container terminals: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification to
the effect that all pavements provided for container terminals will
accommodate a minimum 50kPa, 120t axle load from reachstackers
and forklifts and 15t straddle wheel load from an eight wheel straddle.
The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification to the
effect that all pavements provided for container terminals will
accommodate a minimum 60kPa, 120t axle load from reachstackers
and forklifts and 15t straddle wheel load from an eight wheel straddle.
Container terminals will be constructed with a minimum concrete grade
of N40.
5.3A.6.2 General cargo terminals: The Proponent will provide RPEQcertification to the effect that all pavements provided for general cargo
terminals will accommodate a minimum 40kPa, 110t axle load from
reachstackers and forklifts and 13t straddle wheel load from an eight
wheel straddle. The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQcertification to the effect that all pavements provided for general cargo
terminals will accommodate a minimum 50kPa, 120t axle load from
reachstackers and forklifts and 15t straddle wheel load from an eight
wheel straddle.
General cargo terminals will be constructed with a minimum concrete
grade of N40.
5.3A.6.3 Empty container parks: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification
to the effect that all pavements provided for all empty container parks
will accommodate a minimum 15kPa, 60t axle load from reachstackers
and forklifts and 11t straddle wheel load from an eight wheel straddle.
The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification to the
effect that all pavements provided for all empty container parks will
accommodate a minimum 30kPa, 90t axle load from reachstackers and
forklifts and 11t straddle wheel load from an eight wheel straddle.
Empty container parks will be constructed with a minimum concrete
grade of N32.
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5.3A.6.4 Car storage facilities: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification
to the effect that all pavements for car storage facilities will
accommodate a minimum 5kPa and 3t axle load. The Proponent is
encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification to the effect that all
pavements for car storage facilities will accommodate a minimum
10kPa and 7t axle load.
Car storage facilities will be constructed with a minimum concrete grade
of N32.
5.3A.6.5 Truck storage facilities: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification
to the effect that all pavements for truck storage facilities will
accommodate a minimum10kPa and 7t axle load. The Proponent is
encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification to the effect that all
pavements for truck storage facilities will accommodate a minimum
15kPa and 10t axle load.
Truck storage facilities will be constructed with a minimum concrete
grade of N40.
Please note, a truck storage facility is not a machinery storage
facility (i.e. a facility that stores agricultural equipment, mining
equipment etc.). The pavement design for a machinery storage
facility will be determined on a case by case basis.
5.3A.6.6 Loadout Areas for PDI facilities: The Proponent will provide RPEQcertification to the effect that all pavements for loadout areas will
accommodate a minimum15kPa and 10t axle load. The Proponent is
encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification to the effect that all
pavements for loadout areas will accommodate a minimum 20kPa and
15t axle load.
Loadout areas will be constructed with a minimum concrete grade of
N32.
5.3A.6.7 Warehouses: The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification to the
effect that all pavements for warehouses will accommodate a minimum
20kPa, 60t axle load from reachstackers and forklifts and 11t straddle
wheel load from an eight wheel straddle. The Proponent is encouraged
to provide RPEQ-certification to the effect that all pavements for
warehouses will accommodate a minimum 35kPa, 100t axle load from
reachstackers and forklifts and 11t straddle wheel load from an eight
wheel straddle.
Warehouses will be constructed with a minimum concrete grade of N32.
The Proponent is required to provide a design basis report for the
pavement design. The design basis report must outline the design
vehicles, axle loads, number of repetitions, ESAs etc. adopted for
the design.
Please note, the design loads may be higher (depending on the
proposed operations). The RPEQ (or equivalent) is responsible for
designing the pavement and/or concrete slabs for their intended
use.
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Concreting standards for development over land

5.3I.5 The concrete work
associated with development
on land is fit for its intended
purpose and design life and
accords with all relevant AS.

5.3A.7

The Proponent must ensure that all concrete elements have a minimum
of seven (7) days moist curing or the application of a curing compound
that complies with either Class A or Class B curing compounds
(depending on application) in accordance with AS3799 (Water
Retention Efficiency Index not less than 92%). If curing compounds are
used, then Water-based Class B curing compounds are preferred.

Roads

5.3I.6 The engineering
drawings have been certified
by a RPEQ (or equivalent) and
address the requirements of
the LUP and the advices of this
document.

5.3A.8 The Proponent will provide RPEQ-certification to the effect that all roads
will have a minimum design life of 15 years.
The Proponent is encouraged to provide RPEQ-certification to the
effect that all pavements will have a minimum design life of 20 years.
5.3A.9

The Proponent is required to provide a design basis report for the
pavement design. The design basis report must outline the design
vehicles, axle loads, number of repetitions, ESAs etc. adopted for the
design.

5.3A.10 The Proponent must provide a minimum asphalt seal of 50mm for roads.
5.3A.11 The Proponent is required to provide industrial standard vehicle turning
geometry suitable for the largest vehicle that will use the road (i.e.
Super-B-Double, Port Container Vehicle etc.).
All drawings must Illustrate the car and truck queuing capacity and
parking areas on roads.

6.0 Abbreviations
This section provides the meaning of terms used in the LUP and their application to development and
operations on Brisbane core port land. These abbreviations assist with the interpretation of the LUP but
do not have a specific land use meaning.
AS means Australian Standards
ADAC means Asset Design and As Constructed data
BCC means Brisbane City Council.
Brisbane core port land (BCPL) means Brisbane core port land as defined by TIA 1994
CAD means Computer Aided Drafting
Crossover means the area where a site connects to the public roadway.
DES means Department of Environment and Science
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DTMR means Department of Transport and Main Roads
DSDMIP means Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure, & Planning
DAF means Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
DWT means deadweight tonnage.
Environmental value means the sum of the desirable elements and factors that comprise the
surroundings.
ESA means Equivalent Standard Axle.
Filling or excavation means removal or importation of material to or from a lot that will change the
ground level of the land.
Ground level means:
(a) the existing level of the site providing it has not been unlawfully altered; or
(b) where the land has been unlawfully altered the level of land prior to the alteration; or
(c) the ‘as-constructed’ level of the land in accordance with an approval for filling and excavation.
GRT means Gross Register Tonnage
kWr means kilowatts of refrigerating effect i.e. power consumption of the AC unit
Loadout area means an area for loading and unloading vehicles.
LUP means this Brisbane Port Land Use Plan.
MAFI means Martin Fiala whose initials formed the company MAFI in 1957. RoRo system (roll on/ roll
off) to carry out efficient and economic loading and unloading of ships.
PDI means pre-delivery inspection area
Port lessee means an entity declared to be the port lessee under section 289Y of the TIA.
Receiving environment means the environment immediately, or in close proximity to the development
and/or its operations.
QUU means Queensland Urban Utilities
RPEQ means Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland
SQID means Stormwater Quality Improvement Device
TIA means the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994
Water Sensitive Urban Design means:
The effective and responsible management of water. Water sensitive urban design promotes the
following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the protection of natural systems;
the protection of water quality;
the integration of stormwater treatment into the landscape; and
the storage and reuse of stormwater.
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7.0 Appendices
Appendix A: Local Grid Transformations
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Appendix B: Supply of “As Constructed” Deliverables
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Appendix C: PBPL ADAC Standards

*To be supplied separately by PBPL.
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